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stock always on band; cor. Eighth and Market it.

Apples, ft bushel ...... ..........

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

V
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®
®
®
®
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A

25 00

40 00

65 no

|

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

pvIJKKMA J. A

C. Wagon and Blacksmith
Orain, Feed, Etc.
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Wheat, white bushel ... ... new
done. Eighth Street ale w doors west of River. Corn, shelled V bushel.
Oats,#
Oats,
$ bushel..
bushel .....................

LJ
ing

$ ®

f)

BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,
Maat Karketi.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitoutcharge for eubscribeis.'
IkUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat MarAn Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote JL> ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
AH advertising bills collectable quarterly.
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
lines,

“

50
@15

100 lb ..................
Barley, ft 00 lb ................
Middling, V 100 lb ..............
Flour, V 100 lb ..................
Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb ........... ... 3 00
V

i

.

®

Meatfl, Etc.

YTAN DER HAAR,

iait Roads.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Talun

Effect } Tuesday Jan.

•

Trains.

“
“ “
“ J

Holland,
| 1.15 a. in.
f 5.15 “
3.80 p.m.

Grand Rapids.

11.55 a. m.
9.85 p.m.

Muskegon, Penlwater
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m.

• “

“
$
New Buffalo A
Chicago. I
f

“ ““
“
“ ^

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.

9.25 p.m.

m.
12.15 “
10 “ * 11 00 a. in.

1.05
5.

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

Proprietors
of Plugger Milk' (Steam Saw and Flour
Milis.) near foot of 8th street.

A

M

t 9.45 “

2.40

TV

Mich. Like Shore Bail Bead.
Effect )

Ooiag North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. m. p. m.

00
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11
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Ool&c South.
No.
<0. 8. No. 1,
p. m.
a. m.

1J

STATIONS.

15
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41

Ferry sou rg,
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I>EST, R.

B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
residence, Overysel, Mich.

Office at their

F EDEBOER.B. Physicianand

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

±J

public sqnare.

T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and
AM L^S° K g8*1*®110®’
Heel,

on

put

it

in

now

al-

a more

upward way.

main
an undeniable fact, shown

It is

all necessaries of life—

We

have

enough. It is
say that machinery has

not, in fact, nearly people
equally absurd to

token the

place of

men

to their injury.

food, fuel and Labor saving machinery has undoubtedly
in-

striking profits,but low prices are an ad-

made

great changes in this country in the

twenty years, snd a

last

larger

far

now needed to

are

product. But

leu number of

turn out even a

this does not

wages. The

Ml

$1.80 per barrel and at

redistribution of property they

mean

HARRINGTON.

seek

new employments, and

is

tions and ventures is not yet complete,hut

other civilized countries, that

nearly so.

The

we

it

ail

have a

tendency of the more great abundance of cheap lands, on which

energetic part of our urban population to
the land is increasing,

and

is

whom new

those

inventions throw out of

one of the employmentcan find a more Independent

most healthfuland promising signs

for subsistencethan factory operatives ever
have.

the future, as is also the other fact that

our merchants and manufacturers are at
last

thoroughly awake

largely increasing

wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at

must

our peculiar good fortune, beyond

arising out of the failureof rash specula-

to the

our

necessityof

foreign trade.

Agents of American houses are engaged in

The immediate future

On

is full of

promise.

every hand men’s energies, so long

paralyzed, are reviving. Want and distress have sensibly stimulated the enter-

prise and skill of our people. Economy In
our manufactures
all branches of government,State and
in distant markets at this time in far
An Undeniable Truth.
federal, is the rule and no longer the exYou deserve to suffer, and If you lead greater numbers than at any period since ception. A greater number of men are
a miserableiunsatisfactorylife in this 1860; and if the next Congress will only
willing to work for a living than at any
beautifulworld, it is entirely your own give the country free ships we shall see at
time since the wsr, and farmers and skilfault and there is only one excuse for you,
once a rapid and enormously benefleiai
—your unreasonableprejudice and skeptiful and industriousmechanics in all parts

a demand

for

regain what was accounted one of our

near Chi.

will cure you of Liver
glories before the war— the great and
Vf C CULLOCH TH08., Physician and Surgeon, Complaint, or Dyspepsia, with all its mishaving permantly located in Holland, can erable effects, such as sick headache, pal- profitable carrying trade we lost by the
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
be
found
at vVra. Van Putten’s Drug Store. Culls
1. R. R. and L. 8. Jb M. S. for Plalnwell, Kalamawar. We notice that Mr. Edward Atkinmade In city and country day or night. Acute pitation of the heart, sour stomach, habitzoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
and Chronic diseases successfullytreated.Consul- ual costiveness, dizziness of the head, ner- son, who is one of the highest authorities
tation
]4-4w
vous prostration, low spirits, &c. Its sales
on the subject, because he is a careful and
Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

the plough.

fertile acres await

stimulus given to the sale of our products
cism, which has killed thousands. Personof the country are earning a living. Few
Surgeon; al knowledge and common sense reason- in other countries,and Americans will
men are making rapid fortunes, and specuing will soon show you that Green’s

CLAY,

D. P.

adapt itself toother industries than those
into which it was drawn by the abnormal

have prevented great dividends or bands

creating

A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.

suffering, is

or, to

vantage to the mass of men who labor for that men are surplus; it only means that

_

E. J.

Phriiclaui

much

believe this reasoningis in the

prices

MATRAU,

Eastern Salt at

With all the blundering legislation of
economy, which tell very rapidly in Congress we are advancing toward “hard
increasing the sum of the national wealth;
money.” What is still needed is that a
that the redistributionof property, which
considerable part of our population shall

creased during the iast ten years. Low

ui KICBISAN LISE
RA-IIiROA-D,

is inclined to stick to

preparingfor resumption.

the people have at iast submitted to hobits

clothing— has actually and largely

@7

Sells Tickets to pr'ncloal points In the United
H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Sta*«s and Canada. Tb»-o.igti bills of Lading Issued
and rates given for Leigh* .0 all points east and
ing material furnishedat Grand Rapids prices.
west. Information aa 10 routes and connections
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
Notary PuhUei
cheerfully furnished at the
pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
lections made In Holland and violnltjr.
7-1 v

WALSH,

Taken

6

and

is

of

of

V

L

U, and that he

by official statisticts,that the production

ITERBEEK,

Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday,
t Dally except Saturday.
; Mondays ouly.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
time which is 20 minutes later than Coiambus
and Insuranco Agent. Office,"
'
Vxty Drug
tl4e.
Store, 8th street.
*

t

he has a policy

past, sold in general at good prices; that

5

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

a.

8 25 p. ra.

#

H. C.

riched by the large crops of several years

most completed,

“

K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th A River street.

inwon the confidence of the country by his
abundant evidences firm hand in managing the currency.
of a somewhat rapid growth of our foreign
Many experienced men do not agree with
commerce; that the country has been en- his policy; but they see, at any rate, that
flation; that there are

has caused so

00

Shoulders ........... ......
Tallow, per lb .....................

rjEALD, R.

were the high wages of the period of

correct.

Manufacturerof Plows, By Turkeys. “ .....................
improved machinery U enabled to sell the
Chicken*,dremied per lb ................
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

XL

the low wages of the present day Treasury is on the whole in a satisfactory
who receive them than condition, ind Secretary Sherman has

better for those

We

U

Z>aw

Arrive al
Holland.

make

1800 homely phrase, the Sheriff has almost findemands of the war and the period imme1 00
1 00 ished his work; and that, unless the next
diately following the war. It Is absurd to
110
2 65 Congress should commit some striking say that we have too many people in this
4 00
folly to plunge us back into the morass, country, when millions upon millions of

4 a

»

rvEMING, W. H„

1878.

1,

a restorationof confidence, for which fixed"
general they say that the period of con- laws are so necessarythat even bad laws
traction is substantially at an end; that
are for the moment more tolerablethan
prices of commodities are so low as to changing and uncertainlegislation.The

the country is really on the

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Beef, drensed per lb ....................
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Pork,
•• ................
and twine; 8th street.
Lard ........................
Smoked Meat ...................
Ham ......................
Nmfictoriei,Millt, Shops, Ztc.

v

90
88
27
50

......
25®

Buckwheat, V bushel
Bran, ^ ton ....................
Feed. |}ton ...................

clear eighteen months in

or detailed reasons for this belief, but in

1

I

a

11

“

2
3

manu-

In that case merchants and

9
16

| 35®

“

V

334.

A good many astute businessmen be- which to pursue their businem, without
country stands on the threshfear of disturbing legislation, which is an
hold of a new and great era properlty.
uomlxed benefit st this somewbst critical
They arc not always able to give definite juncture, when what is mainly needed Is

Honey, »B) .......................
15
Hay, |1 ton ........................ 8 W
0. J. LOESBUEG, Editor and Publisher.
Onions,
V
bushel
................
®
i'66
Livirv and Sale Stabln.
Potatoes, ft bushel ...............
TIMS Of SUBSC1IPTI0N:— W.00 pryaarii adunet.
Timothy Seed, V bushel ...........
2 00
r>OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Wool, lb ......................
£> andbarnon Market ulrcet.EverythingfirstJOB PBIN7INO PHOMPTLT AND NKATLT DONI.
class.
Wood, SUtei, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ g go
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
VTTBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
green ...................
$ 00
Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
beach, dry ...........
goo
street, near Market.
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse'• green ..........
175
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ..................... ®4 00
months.
Liquor Bealen.
Suvea, pork, white oak,., ........... ®10 00
Staves, Tierce,
.......... 12 oo
I 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 r.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... ®254
1 Square
850 5 001 8 00 rPEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors, Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep“
5 0o
8 00 10 00
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 225
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
“
8 00 10 Ov) I 17 00
Stave bolts, hardwood. .................. 8 00
14 Column
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Railroad tics ................................
10
Wagoanakeriand Blaekimithi.
17 00 25 00 I 40 0O
Shingles, A $1 m ......................
’....» 2 00

“
“

NO.

lieve that the

Butter, fllb ..............
Clover seed, 9Mb ..........
Eggs,
dozen... .................

G., General Dealers, In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Floor, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

laws.

facturers bare

Beans, $1 bushel ...................1 6o

ATAN PUTTEN

WHOLE

13, 1878.

Xi Prosperityst Hand.

parktjs.

Produce, Etc.

flwiral Daalin.

Emi

•

#ur

E'LIET&TRA, A., Groceries and Sappllea: a
r ready market for countrr produce; a choice

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

August Flower

JX

free.

undoubtedlyreceived a blow;
and skilful
labor is already getting the moderate
lation has

but faithful,punctual, honest

reward with which

it

was satisfiedbefore

1860. It is a curious sign of the times that
reach every town on the Western
in many of our cities bouse building has
Vf ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
extremely well informed observer, and by
fiweton}.
iflat residence, on Twelilh sc, and at H. Walsh’s Continent and not a Druggist hut will tell
recommenced,but the houses are mostly
Drug Store.
you of its wonderful cures. You can buy no means an optimist, concurs in the
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents. Three opinion that the country is on the upward small and inexpensive. Finally, there is
Attorneys.
OCHOUTKN, R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at 1). doses will relieve you.
little doubt that if the people who now
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
turn. Mr. Atkinson foretold in 1869 acTTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
cry out about the severe pressure of the
HL Notary Public: River street.
curately what would be the result of the
Phtagripher.
Every lady should get a Dress Lift for
times and demand a new inflation could
paper money inflation and speculationof
VfC BRIDE, P. U., Attorney and Counselor at
25 cents at
be examined it would be found that they
Ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11 J^_£IGOINS, B. P. t^he leading Photographer,Galthat period. “Contraction,”lie wrote at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
River street.
consist almost entirelyof two classes—
that time, “until our currency comes to
O HERBURNE, S. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
tramps, and speculatorswho bought at
Saddlen.
‘ Bueklin’s Arnica Salve.
the standard which regulatesitself—that
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
the top of an inflated market and ire
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections. ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of auddealenu
The best Salve in the world for Cuts, is the specie standard— cost whnt it will
OfficeId the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
suffering the result# of their incautious
Bruises, Sores, U'cers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, and hurt whom it may, is the only cufe;
Bolins A Bros.
Eighth street.
ventures. But no legislation can help
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
if it does not come through voluntary
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Tobacco sad Cigars.
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
these
two classes.— AT. Y. Herald.
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Putteu's bank
legislation it will come through involunis guaranteed to give perfect satiafaction

justness

now

O

--

---

O

A

Eighth street.

'T'E

A

Bashing and Izchaagt.

AT

ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watehn and Jivslry.

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Collecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth
9-ly

street.
Barbin.

I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair

U

Jewelers,
fj and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

Boot*

TTEROLD, E„
XJ. Boots and

14-ly

and Bho#».

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Shoes, Leather,Findings,etc.,

Eighth street.
OoaaluioaKarohast.

T)EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants,

and

A>

dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office at Gezon’a
old ataud, Eighth street,Holland,
17-ly

Mich.

Dntlit.

pURGUSON, B. R.

A

U. S. of I.

Free

Charge.

„

__

Try Johnston'sSarsaparilla the
the

market.

best in
tf

No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Brap aad Xedielan.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening.July
10,
o’clock, sharp.
TVOESBURG.J. O., Dealer In Drugs and MedlDayid Bkbtbcb, W. M.
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
XJ clues, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phy- O. Brntman, Sec't/.
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac

NOTICE.

at

T17ALSH HEBER,
v

f

full

Dealer in Drugs, Medl-

Druggist A Pharmacist; a

stock of goods appertainingto the bus-

iness.
fwtitttr#.

Vf EVER,

H. A CO., Dealersip ail kinds of Furnlture,Cnrtalus, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins.
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

1U

^

........

.....

.... ......

the more cheerful to find that he

and

ail calls, dny or night.

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Democratic State Oonrention.
The democratic state convention met at
tho opera-house at Lansing at noon on

Wednesday. The convention was called
Don. M. Dickinson, chairman
of the state central committee. Dr. Foster
Pratt was chosen temporary chairman.
After tho transactionof the customary
to order by

routine work the convention took a recess

till
:80 p. m. On reassembling the conmore tools and materials of industry than vention effected permanent organization,
we can use under our present system.
re electing Dr. Foster Pratt permanent
He seems to us w prove conclusively chairman, and L. D. Sale of Detroit secre-

that we have already made up, and

1

more tary. The following is

than made up, the losses of the war, and

ated

the ticket

nomin-

: For governor, Hon. O. M. Barnes,

even of the succeeding and disastrous of Lansing; for lieutenont governor,A. P.
period of inflationand speculation. But Swineford, of Marquette; secretary of
he points out that in a time of universal state, George H. Murdock, of Berrien
economy and retrenchment the middle- Springs; for state treasurer,Alexander
men, the retailers,who became unduly McFarlin, of Flint; for commissioner of
numerous during the inflationperiod, the stole land office,George Lord, of Bay
find themselves, to a large extent, flung City; for auditor general,W. T. B. Sche-

and these need to accommodate merhorn, of Hudsoir; for superintendent
themselves to the new and better order of of public iostruction, Prof. Truesde), of

out;

things— they must become producers or Pontiac;for attorney general, Msj. Alien
else suffer want and distress.

member of the board
“the limit of of education, Edwin F. Uhl, of Grand

Mr. Atkinson holds that
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particularattention to the tall of prices has been reached and
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has that in the practical disappearanceof the
Du. P. S. Ledeboer has made arrange- concluded to stop st the City Hotel, in the so-calledpremium on gold we have eviCity ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
ments to keep his office at the Drug Store where he can be consulted from 9 a. m. dence that our normal commercial relaot J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found until 4 p. m.
tions with the world are about restored.”
L. E. BEST, M. D.
from 10 to 11 a. m. and 8 to 4 p. m., or at
Congress has adjourned, doing far less
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
his residence on Eighth street, near G. &
harm than was feared, and there is reason
M. L. 8. R. K. crossing, where he will
to believe that the short session between
A fine lot of Summer Shawls just rehold himself in readiness to answer any ceived at
next December and March will make no

Notices.

fTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

is

who wrote them now sees reason to bespecial invitationis extended to ail
lieve that a revival of prosperity is at hand.
suffering humanity who are afflicted with
Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Constipation, Sick He looks for rising prices on a gold stanHeadache. Loss of Appetite, Coming up ard and for a restoration of confidence,
of Food, Low Spirits,Drowsiness, Yellow and he insists on the fact which has often
Complexion, General Debility, Liver Combeen pointed out, that we are suffering
plaint, Jaundice and Biliousnessto cal!
at Heber Walsh's Drug Store and get a not from want but from plethora— we have

„

F. k l K.
A RnuoLAB Communicationof Unity Lodoe.

it

A

Dental Surgeon. Performs

all operationsappertainingto Dentistryin
the beat style of the art. office,over E. Herold’i
Shoe store.

of

1878 has completely justifiedthese words;

and

HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Kruisenga’s Trial Bottle of Dr. King's California GoldStore, every Thursday evening.
en Compound free of charge and note the
Viaiting brothers cordiallyinvited.
speedy and wonderfuleffect this remedy will
N. W. Bacon, President.
have ou your disease and which will show
Will. H. Rooebs, R. 8.
you what a regular one dollar size bottle
will do. Dr. King's CaliforniaGolden
I 0. Of 0. F.
Compound has not made a failure in a sinHolland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, bolds its regular meetings at Odd gle instance,we therefore offer to give it
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening to you free before you buy, knowing that
of each week
it sustainsour recommendation every time.
VlsiUug brothers are cordially Invited.
Had ft not the real intrinsic merit it would
A. W ELION, N. 6.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
be ruinous to us to make this offer.

™

Shoe store.

Walsh, Holland, Michigan.

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers,

catting, shaving,

Hotel.

in every case or money refunded. Price tary bankruptcy.”The experienceof the
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber country during the dreary years since

B. Morse, of Ionia;

Rapids.
The platform adopted Is concise snd
about the currency it speaks thus:

“We
the

declare that gold snd silver coin is

money

of the constitution, and ail pa-

per currency should be courertlbleinto
such coin

at

the will of the holder. We

are opposed to the further forcible reduc-

tion of the volume of the currency, and
we affirm the action of congress prohibitchanges in either the tariff or the currency ing such redaction.”

.t-i

formed Tiitn
fairly Demi

the two parishes had gone ducting its opMSfitions umter cover. Secretary
Great influence wap.
,iu» wan also interviewed,
and sail be ‘
night tp VbSar upon his brother
tory told by VMber to the Somro
to. make ..,Vs jprotenk
he , hid
. cocted within the last ten gays,
m apnfatchedfvery frequentlyAo use
ught sujcb a story would deceive nq, one
inflaeitfewith nis brother to offectlho sign,
tinted with the darkness of Louiswa p,
of thir protest^ He saw AndresotfSHigubit)
. M^Sherman f aM if he had the
it, and sairtnW blanks therein Sfter Anant feooRectiOn-vrf
having written the soderson had left. Weber had, in conversation called “Sherman letter" he would acknowlwith SecretarySherman, explainedto him that edge it promptly, for the^e is much in it that
his brother thought his pariah had gone Demo- he would have said had he been writing at that
cratic, and he was dispored to take back his time, but he had no recollectionwhatever of
having written a letter to Anderson and Weber

and

THK JSA8T.
Two

USK'ebtcred the

j

Grant

brother, on the day he received it, showed
& AuIIp, Philadelphia broker?, and, while one him Sherman’s JeLter of assurance, and said
he had received it direct from Sherman.
drew the attention of the clerk to the quotaWeber was familiarwith Tb6' handwritingof
ie coi
oon- Sherman, and was satisfiedtip* the letter was
tiona of atocka, the other aeiied a package
la.
$1,000
wind
twining twelve United State!
written by- • that geutlemati.- 1Tlte Sherman
The rot^fy^/tf not diaovvere^jwtii both had letter was the bud Jed of great mortificaescaped.1
tion to the Weber family, and for this reason it
Ths TOoBtiter of South Hadley, waa destroyed in 177. Mrs. Jer’js wm in no
way Connected with the authorshipof theSberMaw.', stole $*9,000, and haa been sentenced to
raan letter. , In regard to the a^reeirejL beimpriionoibBttor five years, i *
tween James E. Anderson and D. A Weber, I
The residence of Gov. Van Zandt, of here state that I peraona’lvknow ihat such an
lthode JLBland,.at Newport, was robbed a few agreement was entered into and was substantially the.
has .been p.-eseotjd. My
nighta ago of^pweJrjf valued at $35,000.
brother was murdered March 7. In the inBue
fjn. WEST, „
of the j)*per?-ofwhibfo he was editor previous
A Cincinnati .telegram says : “ The to his death be threatened to publish certain
letters and a statement emanating from tie
movement againat the use of agriculturalma- State Auditor's office, abd that is supposed to
chinery is reaching such proportionsin Ohio have supplied the . immediate cause of his
and Indiana as to seriously alarm the farmers. death.” Mr. Oox, of the comipiUqe, produced
Scores of reaping machines have already been i letter written by the w 'biess te a cousin in
destK^ed,and every day brings reports of St Louis, in March, 1877< in which ho defresh depredations.On other machines scribed with much feeling the murder of his
notiobs we.*e posted threatening thcrr dkstrnc- brother, and charged,the Democrats with the
tiou if their owners do rot lay them aeidp and crime. Weber protested against the reading
employ men to cut their grain. Many farmers of , this letter,asserting that the statements
are yielding and discarding tne’rmacliineH.". .'. contained therein were false, and lhat it was
A diapatchfrom Hat Ore-’h, Wyoming, says a written with the expectation that it would be
coach from Deadwood, with six passengers published at the time, thereby creating a feelwas attackedby road agents, sixty-five
iy-nvi miles ing in the North in favor of tho Packird Goveouth of* Deadwood. Only two road ernment.
J
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Humors of

condition, butthtifyield wflPbe light, and

thf Potter Investigation.

/ I

PniiAtiELPmA. March 25. 1878.
MyDeab Mas. J^nks: I have beanlnWashingtfn for some days, and hence have not answered your lastAmming letter.
Evidentlyyoor visit to Washingtoncaused
you to lose vonr temper. I don’t know when I
laughed so Heartily as I did after reading vonr
letter. Bless your innocent soul, you shouldn’t
get mad. It don’t do a particle of good, and
spoils the complexion of women. They do say
that Sherman- fodltd you badly; that you gave
«t w.Uqig,
1 ' I
I !
'
• The Democrats of Aitohdas have him that letter bn promises to pay, and that
after gettingit ho told you to whistle for your
nominated Gov. William R. Miller for redingbats.
electionto. the Gubernatorial. chair ..... Tho
Novw I can imagine a mysterious woman of
Alabama Republicans held their State Con- Louisiana,chock- foil of damning proofs of conventic n at .MoutgomW^lastweejbi It was re- spiracies,eto., and who traveled hundred*of
solved to fflafcd no* &tinb-stiokn*in the field this miles for the purpose of straightenipcthings
year. A resolution indorsingPresident Hayes' generally,whistlingand for “dingbats,"Jowhfiliklna!Idon’t wonder you got mad. Sheradministrationwaa-votod down.
man is a sly old coon, who knows the soft side
FOREIGN.*,
of the gentler sax, and, with visions of sineA duel with swords was fought the cures, etc., in prospective, I am not surprised

m
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other day on the Frencb-Belgian frontier, be-

And so yon are coming up, fortified.Yon
have no idea how my hopes revived when I
San Salvador,and M. Medina, Minister from learned your .decision. Gome, by all means.
Guatemala, resulting in tho slight wounding in Send a barrel of dynamite by express, and fortho shoulder of the San Salvadoran representar tify yourself with a return ticket.
live ..The suspicionthat the St. Petersburg
Yen ought to hear M
s tell how you tried
authoritieshad captured and concealed Vera to bulldozehim out of a pass.
H&ssulich, the nihilist woman, who attempted
It's as good as a circus.
to murder the Chief of Police, proves to have
I inclose you an article from a Chicago paper,
been unfounded. She has turned up in Swit- which you can hand down to yoor posterity as
. .
an heirloom of use— all the same. Very truly

-

The two American crews

that crossed

the water to take part in ihe »nnnal Henley
regatta on ihe river Thames have more than
justified the exjiectationsof their friends.
The Columbia College lads carried off the visitor’s challenge cup by winning tbe first
victory ever achieved by an American
Crew in British waters. The Shoe-wae-caemette crew, ' of i Monroe, Mich., nude
agents came ip view, and, after placing
E. L. Weber was again before the a creditable showing, though they carried off
the passengers in line and robbing four
Potter Committeeon the 31 Inst, and testified, no prize. They won tho first heat in the race
of. them, they advanced to Daniel Finn,
who drew hia reyplver* shootingpne robber in in regard to the alleged frauds in Louisiana, for the Steward’s cup. In the final heat
.

junction. There have been, a large quan •
MSf wild date sown the past season,.
>ut tVturnaliavenot yet arrived, and theluesften is', “what will t»e harvest be?”'
There has been but a moderate ice crop
this season; it would have been larger
but for the destructive raid made on it
by grasshoppers early in the spring. Al>t
in all there will be more than an average
°rc$#f everything, iholhding babies, ami
the prospects for fall trade are good.—
Peck's Sun.
',

'

t

MICHIGAN ITBMSa rrg Tiir
i?i

At Westphalia, the other day, P. Jenkins andTh friend named Fenton were
thrown out qf a buggy by a runaway
taim and both fatally injured, Jenkins

at the old sinner’s success.

tween Lorres Cacedo, Ministerto Belgium from

zerland.

not more than enough for home con-

yours,

James E. Anderson.

As an evidence of the growth of Fremont, onp of the papers says that the
old cemetery is entirely full, and a new
one is imperatively demanded. How
many doctors are there in Fremont ?

During June 187,874 barrels of salt
were made in. Michigan* Total product
since Dec. 1, the commencementof the
inspectionyear, 795,000 barrels, an increase of 107,971 barrels over the same
time last year.

*
*
*• March 4
Mr. Anderson : Yonr favor of the 8th is at
Traverse Bay Eagle : In accordband. Permit me to advise yon to keep cooll.
Pray have no fears for mo. I know how disin- ance with orders from Washington tho
terested they are. I am hot afraid, being armed Land Office at Traverse City will be
and well prepared.Really 1 was not aware I closed July 13, and on July 15 will be re• * j

*

,

1

•

ever assumed to be a shininglight to guide be-

nighted beings like yon, though I should dom,
for really you have not good sense. You talk
far too much. * *
Aqnbs D. Jenks.

*

moved

to Reed City and its business
consolidatedwith the office there.

The Norwalk (Ct.) Gazette

“We

one of tho oarsmen of tho Michigan
crew, while making a gallant struggle for the
Packard to secure lead, was seized with sudden illness,which deaffidavitsof intimidation
in the parishei of East
stroyed all hopes of mcoess. Altogether
and West Feliciana for the purpose of throwing
Americans have cause to be more than satisfied
out those parishes.He was asmired l / Kellogg with the result.
and others that if he would nse his influence
The municipal authorities of Geneva,
with his • brother, haring
make
protest,, he (witness) would be re- Switzerland,are uneasy at the presence of Vera
turned to the Senate. He was de- Sassulitch,and they have intimated to her
feated for the State Senate by about
1,200 majority,and was returned by the Re- that her early departure would be agreeable to
turning Board as electedby about G00 rnsjori- them.
tv. “Packard to’d me & fe v davs befqre the
The important announcement is mode
election that, if be and Hayes did not get any
by cable that Qneen Victoriaand tho Sultan of
votes in East and West Feliciana, be was going
to bd Governor and Hayes was going to be Turkey have made a compact in which tho
President. He lold me this in the presence of former undertakes to maintain the Asiatic doMr. Armiste&d Mr, Duncan and others, minions of tho latter in all their integrity, and
whom I do not now remember. He said the protect r than) atainft invasion from eile$
best way to dispose of tho Democratic majority quart c-a . As lhe£rst*Bti;p!irithis nproiec write,
was to throw out the vote of the county; England is to occupy Cyprus immediately. The
that was bettor than making a Republican demands of the protectorateare simple: Asicanvass, and I know of my personal knowledge atic Turkqy is divided iptp fifteen province
that Kellogg employed L.’ B. Jeuks to keep the Governor of each is to be appointed by the
James E. Anderson away from the parish, and Suited, with- the approvalof the Queen;
to prevent
his holding an election
tnere as Su- perfectreligious toleration -'is to be secured,
.....
*
th<
pervisor.” Witness stated that some of ti e vis- and the contentment of the people is
iting statesmen had interviewswith Eliza Pink- to be promoted by methods deaignod to make
ston in tho Onstom House before she was tho burden of taxation lightlyfelt. Certain
brought before, the Returning Board. He special provisions are ' inserted in tbe treaty
thought q..e of .those who interviewedher was concerning Jerusalem and the holv places and
Senator Sberman. He was 0.' the opinion that the existing rights of the Greet and Latin
the Eliza Pink iton outrage wa? a pat-up job. churches. These ar^ to be. kcrupuUuaJy pro*
.YTitne '. said Mrs. Jeuks came to his house and terved, but immunities and privileges of great
stated that she knew of the existenceof the value are to be secured- to the Hebrew inhabitShenrin 'otter,and was in search of it, and ants of the Holy City and its adjoining pre-

says

:

understand that the Shiawassee

Thu “North American,"!
mills, consistingof flour, grist and sawPhiladelphia, Pa.. April 10, 1878. /
My Dear Mrs. Jenks : Your last two letters mills, located at Shiawassee, Midi., with
may not have been funny, as you say, still I a capital of $100,000, mostly owned by
laughed heartily over them nevertheless. And persons in this place, have changed
so you were not mad ? How strange,considerhands— Wm. E. Cummings, of Corunna,
Mho
ing that you d- — d Hayes, Sherman and Coq
and wished them all to the devil. I naturally Mi(?b/. hAling purchased tlixee-.quarters
then
concluded you were mad. And so you would of the capital stock.”
not take filthy /rrecnbacks from my
____ __
y ...
friends^
The following is a statementof tho
Well, that’s good. Why, I distinctly imderstood
the Chicago Ifaily News, have effected the
yon to name $500 as the sum needed to pay off receipts and disbursements at the State
purchase of the Chicago Evening Post, with
that ^mortgage, and, after receiving it. "you Treasurer’soffice for the month ending
its Associated Press franchise, .pi-esae',type,
would return to New Orleans and forward" doc- June 29, 1878 :
good-will, subscriptionlists, etc . paying therenments that would carry consternationgener- Ba'auce ou hand May 31 .................
H33.f49.83
for $16,000 in cash. The Post thus passes out
ally to the administration. What in Satah'a Receipts for the month ..................134,182.69
of existence. *.*.!
name did you expect to gain by lying in the
Total ..........................
..... $967,732.42
manner you did ? For you did lie most damnaAdvices from the scene of the Indian
Dlkbnrstiuenls for the month ........... 434,574.67
bly. Why, at the very time you were in W
war in the far West report a disastrousthree
trying to sell that document, another parly was
Balance on hand June 29, 1878 ....... $533,167.75
days' fight between Col. Grover'scommand and
there who had it in his possession,aud he dea body cf Bannocks. The whites were comEvart Review
brakeman on
clares yon never saw it ; that he does not knbw
pletely surroundedby the hostiles and utterly
you, aud never heard of you until you gained a logging train of the Evart and
demoralised. Eleven of their number were
notoriety by attempting to bulldoze 8
n. Osceola railroad, named Thomas Larkin,
killed and a number wounded.
No wonder the old coon got mad. He knew all
was almost instantly killed a few days
about it, and knew you knew nothing. I was
The Governor of Iowa has been in renot aware of the actual state of things until the ago. He was on a loaded oar unfastenceipt of dispatchesfrom variouspoints in the
day I saw yon last, and only the productionof ing the chain when the logs started,
State notifying him that companies of tramps
tho paper itself could convince me that you had throwing him on the roll way just before
the hardihoodto come on such & fool’s er- the rolling logs, several of which passed
had taken possession of .Railroadtrains and
rand. There is a buildingjust outsideofJackwere dingerous to the towns. Some of them
over him. He only lived a few minutes
son to which I think you had better be sent.
were from Mayors and Sheriffs, asking auafter
being picked np.
And so you want to know how M
s came
thority to call out the militia. The Governor,
to speak of the pass “for many reasons."Well,
in rosponse to these repeated calls, has issued
The mystery shrouding the murder of
if you will state
ite your reasons,and they are
a proclamation calling upon the local authoriEugene Naylor three years ago is fast
good ones, I may give you the information.
However, I think you had better retire to thp being cleared up. A young man named
would
p~/
well for it Witness said
shades of private life and meddle no more Hannon was first arrested for the crime,
ppreherided
danger
, ___ „
with politics. I would recommenda shower but was discharged for lack of evidence.
from the numerous bands off -trampk
IrampA traversing that since he came to Wanhingtonto testify he
Late
advices from China report that
bath daily. It sometimes cores it in a mild Peter Shelling was next arrestedpt Co-5
the State,
. loll;, bn* >.'<{ had been apo oached by friends of Secretary
Sherman a t twaor thioe occasionsand told if rain has at last fallen,in the famine-stricken form. Very truly
J. E. A.
lumbus, Ohio, charged with the murder/
dispatch from Portland,Orp., he would give evidence contradb 417 of Anprovinces, and (aint hopes are entertainedlhat
and has been nnder examination up to
reports a sanguinary engagement between a dersoj’s atorv he (witneis) would be we’l proNew Orleans, April 15, 1878.'
the prolonged drought, with its miseries,may
vided
for.
Witness
sJd
he
bad
already
1 joh
party of white volunteersand. a band of hostile
Mr. Anderson : Permit me to congratulate the present time. Perry Coon, formerly
aoon end.7
used as a tool, and ho didn’t,, propose 1 1 be so
you
on the discoveryof your El Doradoiclet- residingnear the scene of the murder,
Indians at Willow Springs,Ore., resultingin a
used agr'n....Tbecommittee sojournedtill
The new Anglo-Tnrkishtreaty is the ter, which has so long existed as a bright spot arrived in Grand Rapids a few days ago.
deers. It was
disastrous defeat to the volonteers.
Wednesday,July 10.
theme of general comment in Europe. There in ywiir imagination. Did you exclaim : “ la He testifiedthat he winessed the mura second Custer massacre. The Indian*
Ii
Thebb is an impressionin Washing- seems to be very little oppositionmanifested that tho letter which I seo before me?" Orj der and robbery of Naylor. The perpecompletely surrounded tho whites, fifty;strong,
and shot and scalped them without mercy. ton, especially among .persons supposed to be on the part of any of the treaty powers. Even “ Ah, there are thousands of them if you only trators were James McDonald. George
knew where to find them ?” Like the IrishOnly seven of the ill-fated little army escaped
Unsafe, throngh her Chancellor,is reported as
in the confidenceof SecretarySherman,that
Newhall. His relaman, “ It’s many a foinoletthers you might got Cathcart and
to tell the story of the horrible ipaasagre- .-A
bein$ satisfied with the arrangement—the decbattle is also reported between the friendly the resumption of specie payments will be at- laration being made that the Czar has no am- if they had been .given to you," but, alas ! tions with them were of such a nature
UmatiHa Indians and 400 hostileShakes, the tempted some months ahead of the date fixed bition to satisfyin the direction of Adia, and "there's the mb." Nay, I am nof mod, and that he dared not betray them. Hearing
latter being defeated with the losauf thirty in the Resumptionact'. The Secretaryis said especially has no desire to interferewith Brit- really have the highest admiration for the ad- recentlyof Shelling’s arrest, he deterto be desironsthatthis question shall be prac- ish communication with her Indian possessions ministration. I regret to perceive, my dear sir
braves.
like many of your brother lunatics I have mined to oome back and give the facts
tical! w disposed of before Congress meets.
via Southern Armenia and the Euphrates valMilwaukee was visited by a destructchanced
to meet, yon deem others mad and to the public. A warrant was thereupon
,
The Associated Press agent telegraphs
only ywurselfsane— a oommon case. But, for- issued, and JfcwhAll,.Cathcart and Mcive fire last week. The extensivetobacco manfrom Washington that “Secretary Sherman
bear. There is a place in Baton Rouge I deem Donald were anested at their homes
ufactoryof B. Leidersdorf A Co. was burned,
a suitableresidence for you. I imagine the,
A
Poverty-Stricken
Man
in
Luck.
says
he
has
not
decided
to
announce
the
reinvolvinga loss of $100,000.
near Grand Rapids, rand taken there and
regulation costume thereof would become yonj
sumption
of specie payments in advance of the
It was during the war that a wellGen. Howard has met the hostile Inbnghtj'blondebeauty,and. in tbe soltmn gloom lodged in jail
1st cf January next, the time fixed by law. He known business man of this city kept
of that grand old pile, you might meditate on
dians, or a portion of them, in battle, and, if says, however, that resumptionmay come beA wine merchant in Mavence, Gergossip going, and his money, too, in the tbe fleeting uncertainty of letters political.
the dispatchesare to be relied on, inflicted a fore that time by natural
dural causes,
cause or when the
whirl and excitement of a fast life. He Many thanks for yonr kind and disinterested aff- many, went down into the cellar, knocked
disastrous defeat) upon the red-skinnedrascals. premium on specie shall disappear;that we are
had large army contracts, and from them vioe, though I am unable to avail myself of it, out the bungs of sixteen casks, ont his
The meager account of the affair telegraphed now approaching that point, and that it is the
from the fact that I so mnch admire tbe science
throat, and died in a deluge of wine,
duty
of
the
Government
to
employ
all legiti- his resources came. The money, easily
from Ban Frandaco states that he found the
of politicsthat I feel I must bask in their sunobtained, was in truth thrown away. shine for a time at least. I think a slight thus causing Ids unhappy partner double
Indians in force on a height near the mate means to produce such results."
head of Butte creek. Gen, Howard 1 During the first four months of the He had barrels of it. Estimates as to shadow of reason might return to you i£ ydu bereavement
advanced his forces, consisting of seven
operationof the Silver law there were coined his means were not infrequently placed would take a trip though the hills of East
companies of " cavalry, two of • artillery,
Felicianaparish, and let the bulldozers get
THE MARKETS.
and a few volunteersand scouts, in two odlr 8,798,363 standard silver dollars. On Julyl at $2,000,000or $3,000,000. He' had all hold of you once more. I imagine your
umns. The Indians were stronglyposted on a the. treasuryhad on hand $7,109,399, there be- the attributes of a prodigal— in fast ultimate cure under their tender treatmon
NEW YORK. *
rocky crest. The troops deployed and ad- ing outstanding. only $1,683,964.
horses, fast women, an unquenchable would be certain,and thereby confer grea.
$7 60 £10 25
i Beeves .............................
Hooh ..............................4 00 £ 4 16
vanced handsomely under a heavy fire. The
“T;he total issues of postage stamps, tiiirst for wines, and the desire to be benefit on your friends. Your ideas seem very Cotton
............................ ll*£ 11*
ascent is described as steeper than that at
talked about as a man about town. He much mixed, judging from the vyild manner in Flour— Superfine., ...............3 40 £ 3 85
MissionaryRidge, but not a man broke the stamped envelopes and postal-cardsduring
which you intermingle my private affairs with Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............98
was as generous as he was reckless.,and
9 i oi
ranks, though several saddles were emptied the fiscal year ending June 80 was $28,567,184,
politicalmatters.Pardon me, I am too good a Corn— WeeternMixed .............41
45
and many horses killed. The enemy was an increase over the previous fiscal year of fair-weather . fiends swanrfd about him. Republican to think of my own interests when Oats— Mixed ......................
30
31*
driven fromrthis position to another height
They
helped
themselves
to
b' s mn<?,j aud I reel that tho very life of the republic, and Rye— Weetern ...................... 60
62
$2,041,348.This in an unprecedentedinPork—
Mess
........
..............
10
30
in the rear, of greater elevation, and crease, but it is doe in a great measure to the sang his glories rs long as he had a1 dol- the well-beingof my own party, are at stake
£10 60
Lard
...................
7
crowned with natural defenses of lava
(3 7*
extravagant efforts of country Postmasters to lar to spend. In the height of his folly Behold in me a true patriot.
CHICAGO.
rocks. In twenty minutes this position dispose of stamps before tbe' change in the
N. B.— I would suggest that you keep tha
Beeves—
Choice
Graded
Steers
.....
5
00
£
5 60
he thought , of .whet was to come— the
was also stormed from differentsides at once,
man wUh the document in sight Stick cloeei
s
method of compensationunder the new law.
Choice Natives; .......... 4 40 £ 4 80
inevitable death. What men said about to him than a brother. “ Grapple him to your
and a rapid purettit commenced of the flyinjj
Cowe and Heifere ........ 2 50 £ 3 60
GENERAL.
Indians, who abandoned horses, provisions,
him living puffed up his vanity, but soul with.. hooks of sUtel" Let yonr underBatchers’ Steers ..........3 25 £ 3 75
ammunition, and camp material Tne hostiles
Medium to Fair. ......... 3 80 £ 4 25
,In yiew of the urgent demand for what they would say about him dead standing with him be .specificenough. Should
made for the thick timber crowning the Blue
you get tbe documeiki letiiwnflm grab it from Hoos-Live........................3 25 £4 15
must
depend
upon
the
splendor
with
FLOUR-'- Fancy White Winter ...... 6 75 £ 6 00
Ridge, and made another stand, hot were again troops for , service on the plains, orders have
you, but “hold the tert * Wh rfmch dignitude.
Gocd to Choice Spring Ex. 4 80 £ 5 12*
dislodged and .pursued four or five miles tur- been, issued to the various recruiting officersto wjiich he could go out of tbe world. Hoping yon may, in time, recover from vonr
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............
90
9t
therin the mountains! The rough country hasten, as far as practical,enlistments,in Over his grave he wanted to have the mental indisposition, and regain your usual inNo. 3 Spring ............
82
83
and great exhaustion of the men and horses order to bring np the numerical force of the most imposing monument in Spring tellectibility, I amjwith mpeb fjppathy, yours, Corn— No. 2 .......................
87 «* 38
closed a cospatipa of the pursuit. In this en- army to 25,000 men, the maximum- number auOats* -No. 2 .........
34
25
. A. D. Jsnxs,
Grove. To prepare if or this possession
gagementlive enlisted,men were wounded and thored by
Rte-No. 1...U ...... j.'. .......... 50
61
qv !,u,
he,
one
day,
extracted
from
his
GovernBarley—
No.
2
...................
47
48
about twenty horisteki!fdd.l The loss of the
The Growing Crops.
Asad accident befell a picnic party ment bonds $25,000,and put them in an
Mutter— Choice Creamery ....... 17
enemy could not be ascertained,
Boas— Fresh ............. ........ 8*£
Crop reports from various sectionsof Pork—
near Pittsburgh,JPa., on the Fourth of July. envelope, which, being sealed and imi
THE SOUTH.
Mess .......................9 20 £ 9 30
The greafc raoe at Louisville, Ky., on A storm came up and blevy,downa tree upon a< dorsed “proposals,”he placed in hiS Wisconsin, 'Minnesota and Iowa are com* Lard ...... ......................«»<£
MILWAUKEE.
safe. In his round of dissipationthe ing in, and, as a general thing, the outthe Fourth of July, between the Kentucky wagon in which a number of persons had
Wheat— No. 1 ........
...... 93
97
taken refuge. Seven of them’were killed, and monument and Everything connected look is good. Cbnuaa little bashful as
! 7 No. 2 ......... ........... 91
92
horse Ten Broeck, and tho Californiamare several wounded.... Dr. James G. Aver, the
36
with
from his memory. yet, but warm weather wall start it Corn— No. 2 .....................85
Mollie McCarthy, to witness which thousands well-known patent- medicine man, has just died
Oats— No. 2 ............. ..... .... 23
24
The
natural
sequence
of his mode of Wheat generallylooks well ; chintz bugs
Rye-No. 1 ........................ 49
60
of people gathered from 1 ©Very quarter of the at his Dome in Lowell,Mass. He leaves an t state
61
t.2
comntry,'resulted
walk over valued at $20,000,000. j. .The celebration of the living— distressing poverty — came upon have arrived with their families at vari- Barley— No. 2. ...................
ST. LOUIS.
Broeck,
California centenary of the massacre of Wyoming, which him. His family barely had enough to ous places. ;:They also look well, or will
Wheat-No. 8 Red Fill ........... 84
84
mare, much to the disgust of her occurredJulv 3, 1778, Came off at Wilkesbarre, keep sotij, and body together,, His before the wheat is ripe. Rust aud Cohn—
Mixed ......................
34
85
backers from the Pacific coast, being distanced Pa., on the 3d and 4th inste., with President
25
hones, diamonds, fin?, house, business blight have made thfsHL&ppearance,but Oats— No. 2 ......... ............24
hjt^flrst heat The race was for a stake of Hayes in attendaqoB to lend interest to the
........ . ....................... 46
47
and friends passed away. In tbe wreck not to any alarming extent Rye looks rye
occasion. . .Samuel J. Tilden sailed. for Europe
Pork— Mew .......................9 65 £ 9 75
he
mourned
bis
folly
and
worked
at
well,
especially
wheq
manufactured,
Jbufc
Lard
..............................
7
DicK Dawson, colored, was hanged on the 4th test.
3 50 £ 4 00
it is not expected that toe product will Hoos ..............................
whatever
he
could
get to do.
The next Bcmi-annnal meeting of the
at Thdmaston, Ga , on the 5th insl, for the
...........
««io
Among the things left r, to him were be large, owing to the Moffett bell-punch
..... ciNCINNA-fi;
nrarderbf Frank Cunningham, his brother-in- National AgriculturalOongress^-for reading
barrels and boxes filled with valueless intrusion. Barley is in 6ioellent condi- WHl&Al>-%d ....................... 85 £
lawv Dawson, in his statement, skid he and discoiaionof papers,etc. —will be held at paper. Years went on without improve- tion, but, when cultivated, will look bet^ COWL. ............................
39 £
27 A
thought Cunningham had bewitched him, and New Haven, Conn., Aug. 27, 1878.
ment in his affairs, until last Monday ter; and- Beli-furffcents ft glass. The RYR... ........ ....................
66
ho would die if he didn't kill him. Dawson
POLITICAL
evening. While overhaulingthe con- farmers did not scatter! a great deal of Pork-Mcbs ............... ....... 9 75 <§:
died shriekingand crying.
6*£
Armstrong, who was nominated by tents of one of the barrels, a package this vegetablethis : season; abd /or that Lard ..............................
TOLEDO.
Another stage robbery is reported
the Greenbackers for Governor of Pennsylva- indorsed “proposals” spurred hid curi- reason it is expected that some commis£ 1 03
from Texas. The thieves gobbled all the reg99
nia, haa withdrawn from the field.
osity somewhat He broke the seals, sion men will establish a “corner” on it Corn,
39
istered letters in the pouches, but did not disPresident Hayes was interviewed at tore off the wrapper, and, to his aston- before it is hatched. It will command
25
turb the remainder Cf the mall.
DETROIT.
, Wilkesbarre, PaJ, ' whither he
went to attend ished . gaze, $25,000 in bonds were re- a better price than wheat before fall,
Flour— Choice White ........ .. ... 5 25 £5 35
WASHINGTON.
then np goes beer again. Potatoes look
the Wyoming Centenary.Ho expressed 'him,
... 1 10 £ 1
£ 1 06
well, and are not tronbled a great deal
Emile L. Weber, a brother of D. A, self, regarding tbe Potter investigation, that
the region of . the groin. Finn was about to
shoot;ani
again, when he was shot by an accompUoe of the robber, who was hid in ambush.
The ball entered at the left side of the rose,
and, passing through the mouth, came out in
front of
right oaiy» inflicting a ‘painful, Lpt not serions, wound. The robbers
retreated, firing several shots,
wounding two other pasnefigersslightly..'..
Messrs. Victor F. Lawson A- Co., proprietors or
.

that it was arranged before election by Kellogg,
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the whole affair,so far, was a farce— an exampie, indeed, of much cry and little wool :,or, three-sheetposter.— OtocfnnatfTimes.
more correctly, no wool at all If tney had
accomplished anything, ,it was the reaffirming
That was a bright old salt who, when
by Congress of his title,which was, probably,
knowledge that Demooratio intimidation what they do not start out to do. He thought he was asked to. take a fellow to ride on
hf/t existed in the parishes of Ei*t and West certain Republicans,some of whom he shore in the Captain’s gig, said, “I
Feliciana.His brother and Anderson had in- named,, originated the affair, and were con- will if you get the ship’s horse-sir.”

Weber, Anderson’s fellow Supervisor.
‘
of Elections, was summoned before the
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Corn-No. 1..
of the bugs are Gay
)ats— Mixed..
interested in the mannfactnreof Paris
green for Sonthem Minnesota trade. The
by the bugs, since most

potato crop will be large, but the variety Cattle— Best....'.
Fair .....
small owinff to dull times and scarcity of
Common.
money. There are no small potatoes Hoos ..............
here that we know of. Oats are in good Sheer .............
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SABBATH BEADING.
“Would

the situation, and- without alighting

to God.”

Would that my master could but see
i he Prophet of the Lord ; for he
Would heal him of hie leprosy 1"
So apake the little captive maid
Uuto her mistress, half afraid,
And so to-day speak we.
Would that my child,” so prays her sire,
“ My child— the child of my desire—
But felt God’s love, or feared His ire!
Life, with Ps sins, fast from her throbs,
And the end thereof the old man sobs—
41

I

'

from

her

“ The end thereof Is Are.”
“ Would,” saith a wife, “ my husband could
Amid life’shunger, have the food—
Amid life’sfever,the calm mood—
Which come to them that love His name
Who bore dishonor for their fame,
And evil for their good !”
41 0, would to God my
brother knew,"
His sister saith, “ what fair flowers grew
In God’s dear garden, and he too
Would come and gather them all day,
And we would wander In the way
Where walk the happy few.”

saddle soon disabled her foe and
saved her lambs. Then she started for
the nearest neighbor for assistance, but
found no one at home who could assist
her, save another girl, who mounted
another pony, and, armed only with a
dull knife; tiese two girls were soon galloping over the prairie to save the scalp,
for which the county pays a “royalty”
when presefttetj to tne proper officer.
When they returned,the principal of the
Red Riding Hood escapade had partially
recovered,and was moving off. But one
irl threw him down and the other out
is throat— Nf. Louis Globe.
Curiosities of Popular and Electoral
Yotes.

A WHOLE FAMILY IMMOLATED.
Four Children Burned to Death and One
Impaled— Their Father Fatally Burned
In Trying to Save Them.
[From the

St.

Louie Republlcenj

About three miles east of Ricker’s
Prairie. Mo., Ijved John Leopard, witlj
bis wife', married daughter, and five
younger children. The house was a substantial log structure, wi{h au attic overhead, and a summer kitchen ,bn the qouth
aide, the roof being so made1 as to* connect the house with the kitchen, which
stood the width of a hallway distant
from the main house. A pair of stairs
in this hallway led up to the attic, from
which there was no other egress. Friday night the five children went to sleep
in the attic, the older people sleeping in
the room below. During the night, from
some unexplained cause, the kitchen
caught fire, and, before the danger was
discovered, the staircaseleading to the
attic was in flames. The pebple on the
first floor had little difficulty in escaping,
for, though the only door was exposed to
the intense heat, there was a window
from which they easily gained places of
safety. But, for the children ip the
attic, there seemed to be no hope. The
oldest was a boy 16 years old, and, when
the alarm reached him, his youth and
inexperiencewere not proof against the
excitement of such ap occasion. The

The report of the House of Representatives committee in favor oi an amendment to the constitutionto provide for
One to another thus they speak,
Or murmur out of hearts that break.
the election of President by the people,
Hay, lift your heads ; the thing ye seek
through the instrumentalityof electoral
Is nigher to yon than you dream
Look up— lo, there is Jordan's stream,
votes m the several States, to be divided
And there the Prophet meek
among the candidates according to the
—Good H erds.
number of popular votes received by
The Pathos of the Bible.
them respectively, contains an interestAn ancient legend has it that a tyrant ing table which shows the distribution
of the East went forth to battle with the upon this plan of the votes cast at the
Greekb. Gazing upon the mass of liv- election of 1876.
ing millions enlisted in his cause, the
The whole electoral vote was 369, and
monarch’s heart was melted. He wept, the whole popular vote was 8,433,263.
he knew not why. The tears came not, Although Tilden received a majority of
as he supposed, from any inference of the latter— whether the votes of Louisi- solid walls of logs imprisonedthe chilreflection. They rose spontaneously as ana and Florida are included or excluded dren, and the fierce flames raged and
they will at times amid the bustle of a — Hayes secured a majority of the roared at the doorway. There was a
crowded thoroughfare. Our own emo- former. A like thing has happened be- window in the north end of the attic,
tions are reflected back from other fore — notably in 1860, when Lincoln was barely large enough for a person to crawl
hearts. We feel the thrill of spiritual elected by the Electoral College by a ma- through, and, it would' seem that, with
contact, the mighty presence of life. jority of 67, although in the popular can- proper management, this might liave
Such is the pathos of the Bible, the un- vaso he was in a minority of 944,149. It become the means of saving all. But
derlying tenderness which makes the was, among other purposes, to put an the father, in his frantic efforts to reach
Book of books the book of human end to this electoral inconsistencythat the attic by the stairs, had got his clothnature; sounding the depths of human the committee reported the amend- ing on fire, and been so badly burned
that he was entirely disabled. There
sympathy, universal, indefinable, pro- ment.
found.
Cooper received a popular vote of was no one to direct or manage for the
Poetry and pathos in the Bible are 81,737— more than the whole vote of any children, and, finally, the oldest boy,
subordinate.It never controverts its one of nine States of the Union; but he having torn the sash from the window,
sacred office, nor makes effect a purpose. was not heard of in the Electoral College threw himself out, leaving the four chilThe tender and poetical are humble in- because his votes were not so concentra- dren to their miserable fate. Their four
struments to seal the truth upon the ted as to be effectual.According to the corpses were found the next morning
consciences of men. The child who proposed plan he would have hail three charred to cinders.
But, as though this was not enough of
cannot comprehend the love divine is electoral votes and a fraction of a vote;
melted as he hears from mother- lips the but he would not have secured an entire horror, still another tragedy has to be
sweet story of Him who was Himself a electoral vote in any State — coming the chronicledin connection with the affair.
babe at Bethlehem, who loved and nearest to one in Illinois,which would When the boy jumped from the window
he had only a short twelve feet to fall,
blessed the little children. The man have given him .653 of a vote.
who, scarcely better than the child, can
In the State of New York the whole and might easily have expected to get off
know the wonders of the same inex- popular vote was 1,013,148,of which with a few bruises; but, as it happened,
plicable love, is impressed by the sim- Tilden received 32,742 more than a picket fence ran along under the winplicity and tenderness which mark that Hayes. Under the existing system Tilden dow, about two feet distant from the
strange,eventful life.— Prize Oration, secured all the 35 electoral votes of the house. The palings were of hard wood,
by Hoviard P. Ells.
State. Under the proposed system Til- split thin, and sharpened to long, taperden would have secured 18 and a frac- ing points. In his terror, the boy had
Two Good Illustrations.
tion and Hayes would have secured 16 blindly cast himself upon this bristling
The Catholic Review publishes some
and a fraction. So in Pennsylvania fence. The sharp points pierced his un‘‘Five Minute Sermons,” by the Paulist
Hayes, with a majorityof 17,964, secured protectedsides, and impaled him. The
Fathers. Last week it had one on “Let
the 29 electoral votes of the State, while mother and sister lifted him from his
every
?ry m
man be swift to hear, bat slow to
according to the amendment Tilden fixed position, but life had forsaken him.
epeak.”
?ak.” The preacher made use of these
would have received 14 and a fraction, The father’s injuries are so severe that
illustrations
and Hayes would nave received 14 and a there is little expectation of his recovery.
A story is told of a crazy man who, in
larger fraction.In Ohio, where Hayes The calamity is one of the most extraorsome very lucid interval, asked a friend
ran ahead of Tilden 7,516 votes and se- dinary and appalling that it is possible
if he could tell the difference between
cured the 22 electoral votes, under the to conceive as happening to a family
. himself and the people who were considnew plan Tilden would have received10 living in a small, low building.In the
< cred to be of sound mind. His friend,
votes and more than. eight-tenthsof a city, in lofty tenements, there is often
curious to see what he would say, said,
danger that families will be cut off, but
“No, what is it?” “Well,” said the vote and Hayes would have received11 it is almost an unparalleledoccurrence
votes and less than one-tenth of a vote
crazy man, “it is that I say all that
that is to say, the differencebetween under circumstances like this.
comes into my head, while you other
them would have been .252, or about one
people keep most of it to yourselves.”
He Was After Dickens.
quarter of one vote.
My friends, I am afraid that the crazy
“Do
you want to hire a reporter?”
man was about right, but he was too The whole table shows curiouslythat inquired a red-nosed young man, as he
•

_

;

!

Remember Thle.
breach-loader firing. Those who can
That when you buy a can of Dooley's Yeast
concentratethe heaviest fire upon particular strategical points win. So Powder you take no chances, for it is warranted abs oUitelypure, full strength and full weight,
mechanicalis the whole affair that it is and it cannot fail, if properly used, to produce
an admitted axiom that, if one-thirdof the most positive and saiisfiotorv results,not
the best regiment in the world can be only in biscuits, rolls,muffins, and fancy cakes,
put hors de combat^ the remainder will but in all kinds of batter griddle-oakes as well.
execute a jtrategioal manpnvrs to the
Good health is a blessing only atrear. —Ldbouchcn, Hri London Iruth.
tained oy careful attention to the real wants of
the body ; but by how manywayi do we ag-

Printing-OfficeDialogue.
It is

not alone printers and compos-

itors will enjoy the following. It is a
cipitnl and very forcible illustrationof
a printing-officedialogue :

’

Foreman of the office— Jones, what
are you at now ?
Compositor—I’m setting a “House
on Fire;” ’most dene.

Foreman— What is Smith about?
Compositor—He is engaged on “A
Horrid Murder.”
Foreman— Finish it as quick as possible, and help Morse through with his
telegraph.Bob, what are you trying to

gravate symptoms and produce diseases it is
difficult to oure, frequent among which is
Heart Disease, Nervousness,Bleeplessov Wakeful nights. Among the many forms pf Heart
Disiase are Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms
of the Heart, Stoppageof the Action ef the
Hoart, Trembling ah over at>d about the Heart,
Ottidoationor Bouy Formationof the Heart.
Rheumatism, General Debility and Sinking of
the Spirits. These troublescan be cured by
the use of Dr. Graves' HEART REGULATOR.
Send to the sole agent, F. E. Iwoills, Ooncord, N. H., for a pamphletof testimonials,
kJFor sale by druggistsat 60 cents and |1 per

Wilhoft’b Tonic

system

complimentarvinhis judgmentofothers.
By this rule tnere would be a great many
people in the asylums who are now at
large. Really, it seems as if it never
occurred to some persons,who are supposed to be in their right minds, whether
their thoughts had better be given to
the world or not. Out they must come,
no matter whether wise or foolish, good

the effect of the Electoral College

or bad.
Yes, the

Gen. Sherman’s Son Becomes a Jesuit.

was pretty

madman, for once in his life,
nearly right. One who talks

without consideration, who says

every-

thing that comes into liis or her head, is
about as much a lunatic as those who
are commonly called so. For such will
have, one day to give an account for all
their foolish and. inconsiderate vrords,
long after they themselves haVe forgotten them. And to carelessly run up
this account is a very crazy thing.
A little instrumenthas lately been
invented, as you no doubt have heard,
which will take down everything you
say. It is called the phonograph. It
makes little marks on a sheet of tinfoil,
and by means of these it will repeat for
you all you have said, though it may
have quite passed out of your own
mind. There are a great many uses to
which this little instrument may be
put; but I think that one of the best
would be to make people more careful
of what they say. They would think
before they spoke, if a phonograph was
around. Few people would lihe to have
a record kept of their talk, ready to
be turned off at a moment’s notice. It
would sound rather silly, if no worse,
when it was a day or two old.
Perhaps the phonograph will never
be used in this way, but there is a record

of

all

is

to

,

suppress the popular

voice,

although the system has been so modified in practice that now, contrary to the
intention of the framers of the constitution. the people and not the electors
really name the President.— iVew; York
Evening Post.

The Ave

Maria, a

Roman

Catholic
journal, saysrc-," Froma private letter to
one of the friends of the family we learn
that Mr. Thomas Ewing Sherman, eldest
sdt of Gen. Sherman, Commander-inQbief Jif the United States armies, sailed
from New York on the 5th inst. for England, with the intention of entering the
Novitiajp of the Society of Jesus. Mr.
Sherman, now entering on the 22d year
of his age, is a young man of scholarly
attainments,and has taken his present
resolve only after mature consideration
and with the consent of his parents.
Having asked his father’s permission,
the latter informed him that, as much
as he disliked the separat ion, ho- pou|d
not refuse hW request, HtMiadwways
shown himself a dutiful, affectionateson,
and his happiness could not fail to supersede any selfish or human impulse in the
hearts of his parents. Mr. Sherman began his studies early in boyhood at
Notre Dame, Ind.; when his family removed to Washington he entered the
Jesuit Universityat Georgetown, D. 0.,
where he graduatedwith honor; then
went to Yale College for a course of
law, which he finished at the University
of St Louis, Mo, He tyms chdsen England in preference to the home branches

of this world-renowned medicine proves inoontetfibly that no remedy has snporfedod the use
of this' reliableionic. No spleen has been
ket”
found so hard as not to yield to its toftening
Foreman — Tom, what are you distribinfluence, aud uo liver so hypertrophied as not
uting f
to give up its long-retained ’ bilious secretions,
Tom— “ Prizes iu the Gift Lottery.” aud no Chill or Fever has yet refused to fall
Foreman— Stop that and take hold of into line. Wukelqck, Finlay A Co., Propriethis “Runaway Horse.” Slocnm, what tord, New Orleans.
Fob salebv all Dbuooisth.
in creation have you been about for the
last half
n 1
Accidents will happen, and it is

Bob— “A Panic in the Money Mar-

hour?

1

Slocum— Justifying the “Compro- best to 1)6 always prepared for them. Suffermise Measures” which my “ sub” setup.
ers from Cuts, Bump, Scalds, Wounds, Bruises
Foreman— You chap on the stool
and sprainswill find immediaterelief iu the
there, what are you on now ?
use of Grade's Salve which cures old Sores,
Chap on the stool— On the 11 Table”
Felons, Corns, Ulcers, ett.
that you gave me.
Foreman— Lay it on, the table for the
For upwards of 80 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
present ; no room for it.
SOOTHING SYRUP has been nsed for children
Compositor—How about those “ Mu- with never-failingsuccess It corrects acidity
>

nicipal Candidates ?”

Foreman— Run ’em in. What did
you say, Slocum ?
Slocum— Shall I lead these “ Men of
Boston ?”
Foreman— No; they arc “solid,” of
course.
Compositor—Do yon want a

of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the bowels, cures dvsenteryand diarrhea,
whether arising from teethingor other causes.
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottle.

~cnEw
The Celebrated
" Matchless"
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.

“full-

The Pioneer Toracco Company,
New York. Boston aud Ghioago.

face” head to “Jenny Lind’s Family?”

Foreman— No; put ’em in “small
caps.” John, have you got up that
Such names ns Dr. O. W. Holmes,
“Capital Joke?”
Washington Irving, and Ex-President Van
John— No, sir; I’m out of “sorts.”
Buren. have borne testimony to the efficacy of
Foreman— Well, throw in this “Mill- Whitcomb'sAsthma Remedy, which is for sale
by Druggists.
ion of CaliforniaGold,” and when you
get through with it I’ll give you some
The horrors of war are nothing to the
more. Wilson, have you finished “The horrors of Neuralgia.Immediate relief may
Coalition?”
Wilson— Yes, sir; the
all up

“

Coalition”is

!

He was informed that we had all the
help we required at present.
“ Sorry— very sorry,” he said, bowing
quite low; “just noticed by squib in
newspaper that the immortal Dickens
began life as a reporter ; first I had
heard of it. and concluded at once to
begin this way myself. Dickens made
a great success of it, and what has been
done once can be done again.”
We acknowledged that Dickens had
made quite a hit
“A decided hit,” put in the young
man, “and all I want is to start under
the same auspices. Sure you have no
place for me ?”
“ No place at present.”
“Mighty sorry,” replied the applicant; “have ]ust been reading ‘David
Centerfield,’ and am quite charmed witn
the author’s style.”
“

‘David Oopperfield,’ not ‘Center-

field,’”

we ventured to suggest.

trils.

more,

•

robl.u'

Graphic.

be judged at

laS dfty: Out
that day we shall

the

Cigar-

past thirteen or fourteen years experi-

ments with these steamers have been
actively carried on in England, and voy-

ages have been made in them to various
parts of the world, most notably to the
North and Mediterraneanseas, where
they have been specially on trial. They
are perfect as far as speed and exemption from rolling and pitching are concerned, and it is probable that when

and cross the Atlantic
without regard to weather, fog or ice,
with the regularityof railroad trains,
making the trip in summer or winter in
less than six days. An immense steamer
was to be constructed,one-half larger

A

•

itespixatibn was carried tin witn Rreat dtttlcuJiy.iu
blue lips and linger nails denoted S state of eolla pie;
the physicianhad notified the mother to preparefpr
submit to seoaratlnn
, _
aeparatlnn from her child. Weeping
sympatheticfriends fiUed the room.^ Congsatioipof.ttie

from

phosphiteswas ailinlnisterod,with Cod Liver Oil, In accordance with the printeddirections ; a change for the
better was apparent in an hour, and in sixteen hours the
child was enabled to cough up the obstruction,
and lie
life. was savsd^
,
,
.i'r ; -ij
Tim above Is a true account of what occurred in the

i<J

than the Great Eastern— 1,200 feet long
— the pioneer in this new advancement
of navigation.,.Mr, Winans hod perfect
confidencein the storm-defyingqualities
of his steamers, and, in replying to
questions concerning those qualifications, used to say that they could stand
any weather that had ever been made
yet, without regard to hurricanes and
cyclones, though lte‘ 'supposed such
could be mode especially for their destruction. On account of,; the immense
size of these intended, pteamers,there
was to be a special port of entry in each
country.— BaMmore Sun.
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FXOXjXjOWJS’
Speedilyand permanently Cures-Congestionof the Lungs, Bronchitis. Consumption, Nervous Prostration .Shortnessof Breath,Palpitation of the
Heart, Trembling of the Hands and Lfinha, Physical
and Mental Depression,Loss of Appetite, Loss of Kuorgy, Loss of Memory. It will rapidly Improve the
weakened function* and organs of the body, which depend for health upon voluntary,semi-voluntary,and
involuntarynorvou* action.
. .
It acts with vigor, gentlenessand subtlety,owing to
Umeviiuinitti harmonyof its ingyedienta,
akin to punt
Mom tu«lf Tt« taste ntesaant and tta effect* permanent.
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JONK8 OF BINGHAMTON. Binghamton.
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JEN TM~\V
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Selling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced
per cent. Address,Jones’ Book and Bible House, Philadelphia, Chicago,or HL Louts.
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lie said
Marquis of Caux, is odd enough, but
“Daniel Webster, Benjamin Frank- likely to be more/ satisfactoryto the
lin and Napoleon Banaparte also began
singer than the Marquis. It is that they
life in newspaper offices ; but I don’t
never were legally married at all. The
care for them. Dickens is the man I’m
ceremony was performed in a Roman
after,” and he closed the door softly,
Catholicchurch in Clapham, a London
and went down stairs on his tip toes.— subilrb, by a priest who certifies that the
:

$10. $20. $50. $100.

$10S$25

“tinier Fire.”"”

H.

first

action he fancies the shot that

™

SONS, Manufacturing ?nM!*hers,
141 tol47 iranklln Stforf, Boston, Mus.

EyUhliabed pfwrlv

Appeal has
pronouncedthe marriage null and void.
The code Napoleon does not consider
lawful a marriage contracted in a foreign country between -French or French
and foreign parties except it has been
celebratedin the forms of tne country,
which this was not It was not done In
accordance with the rites and ceremonies
of the Roman church, for the canonical
law gave the English priest no right
oveirthe" foreign
Moreover,,the F:
delegate that po
civil or Roman canonical law. Consequently, there was no proper marriage.
If no marriage, thetk there can be po divorce, and it follows that
Patti
is released from the deciee pving the
spendthrift Caux half her jewels and
earnings. One feels glad to knbw, notwithstanding Patti is a very reprehensible young woman, that she won’t have
to support Cam any longer.

NOVELTIES

KT*
Outfit Fte'efcL
BUFFORD’o
1 '

The

;
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family of the writer In lift. :

a big steam ferry

the

I

Colio

J.

•/'*

celebratedVenotua Liniment t 80 yean before
warranted to cur® Diarrhea,Dysentery,

and Hpaamt, taken internally ; and Croup, Chronic
Rheumatism,Bore Tbroata, Cuts, Bruise*,Old Sotea,
Ships.
and Pain* in the Limbi, Bnck and Cheat, externally.
It is doubtless the popular impres- It ha* never failed. No familywill ever be without H
after once Rlving.il a fair trial Price, 40 cent*. DR.
sion, both in Baltimore and elsewbere,
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT.In Pint
that the cigar-shaped steamers whioh Bottles,at One Dollar, 1* warranted superior to auy
Mr. Winans invented were abandoned other, or NO PAY. fer the oure of Colic, Cuts, Bruises,
as impracticable soon after their first Old Sores, etc. Sold by all DniRgisU. Depot— 10 Park
trial; but such is not the case. For the Place. New York.

The YVlnaus Experiments in

Oil City Desriok,

youth.”

_

Urn public, ar.d

time that a soldier goes into
he hears
Lord has told us at
whizzing through the air is aimed at
have not only to hear, but to give an
Fbenoh agricultural paper an- him. But, if he is not hit at first, he
account for all the idle words spoken in nounces the discoveryof an extremely
soon acquires a sort of fatalistic feeling
our \\vo£— Baptist Weekly*
simple and cheap means to protect that he never will be. The eve of a
houses from being struck bv lightning. battle might be supposed to be a solemn
This consists merely of bundles of straw moment. I have been at several eves,
Shepherdessand WoJLf.
Mary Belle Loy; barefy 14 years of attached to sticks or broom handles,and and I never perceived the vestige of
age, is a shepherdess,whose rosy cheeks, placed on the roofs ef houses in an up- solemnity, nor— so far as I could perceive— dia it strike any one that the
eun- burned, face, and graceful fc)$n, as
she mouhte her pony,- would eicltlf' the
next day >e might be, killed. The
envy of toany city belles. Some days
thoughts of every one were concentrated
ago, while looking after her woolly agriculturists, and results were so satis- first on supper, and then on finding a
wards, she discovered a full-grown wolf, factory that soon after eighteen com- comparativelycomfortable place in
of the coyote species, stealthilyap- munes of the Tarbes district provided which to sleep. During a battle all not
proaching the flock. She put her horse all their houses with these bundles of immediately engaged are simply bored.
to his speed, and the wolf fled. Then straw, and there have been no accidents If ever a hand-to-hand fight takes place
there was a race oyer the hiUa and from lightning since.
it is due to some bungler being in comprairie^ neither showing any indication
mand on one side or the other. Most of
of fatigue,until linally he was comThe father of James Fisk, has been the regiments engaged do not see the
pelled to considerhimself “ run down.” addressing a temperance meeting. In enemy. Attacking in column and bayNow came the “tug ef war.” . The little the course of his remarks he alluded to onet charges are things of the past.
maiden unbuckled her bridle rein, and the murderer of his son as “a drunken Shells and bullets are fired into a posimadethe ring at the end, and this only,
Jerusalem has only a third of Jews
escaped the gallows tion or upon troops advancing. The
with good her position as mistress of through a drunken jury.”
victory is decided by artillery and among its 39,000 people.
will

_

Editor— What do you want now ?
Parsons’ PurgativePills are a pricePr. Devil — More copy, sir.
lcs3 boon to the people of the South and the
Editor— Have you completed that Southwest. They effectuallyprevent fever and
ague and all malarious diseases, aud cost only
“ Eloquent Thanksgiving Discourse?”
25 cents a box.
Pr. Devil— Yes, sir ; and I’ve just got
up “A Warm Winter.”— iYeu/ York The Grrateat Discovery «•< the aso U Dr.

’“Perhaps you’re right; yes, now I
recollect, you'are right ; much obliged ;
been playing base-ball lately, and have
got names confused. Will be in town
few days, and hope you will not forget
me if a vacancy should occur.”
We promised to remember him, and. Patti ami Caux Not Legally Married.
the young man
The latest phase of Adelina Patti’s
, Protruding his beacon light once
difficulties with her ex-husband, the

withdrew.

_

be had by bathing the head with Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment and snuffing it up the nos-

your words on something more

strangers’ than fibre ambbg'Tiii
4uraBle than a sheet of tio foil. This
record is in the book frota which yoi friends and the companions of his

O

thrust his illuminatedolfactory into this
office yesterday.

Safe, Sure,

!

get up ?

:

—

A

I—

Cum: —The unprecedented sale

Scientific

ak n

jiftr

yepuy.

inmmu
‘

Send postal-card for mate and pamphlet
'
descr
aietijtJve

to

Iowa

B.‘A. Land

Co^M Randolph

THERMAUNE
A Safe and Reliable Mltfitate for

THC

Quinine

only 25 cent

AGUE REMEDY
the wojatXiap
CHILLS&FEVER
and

WAbr
Writ* to

all

MALABIAL HUKASIU.

’v

Detroit is holding meetingsand

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

agitat-

ing generallyabout the proposed tunnel

Henry Weirich
KEEPS

under the Detroit river. Gen. Sooy

Saturday, July 13th, 1878.

Smith has renewed his proposition to construct it, and the general impression

For

Holland CWy Newt.

the

it

Mr. Editor— The editorial in your
issue under the

heading “Hope College"
reliable,

named in the article, allow
me to state the facts.
You say “the following Professors were
of the parties

reappointed,"giving the names of Messrs.
Scott, Beck,

Doesburg, Shields and Kollen.

The fact is,

the resignations of these gen-

We are day by day receiving quantities
of New Goods and our various departments are just as well stocked at present
as they were a month ago.
We are buying every description of Dry
Goods very cheap, and selling them for
lower prices than have been offered at

General Synod, “to take effect when the
Council of Hope College shall be fully reorganized, according to the Revised Con-

stitution."The committee had no power
to reappoint.That power, as in other
colleges is vested in the governing body,
and when the Council is reorganized,it

is

re-

appointed.

We do

a

business on

square, honest

principle, having every article

of the

stitution"and

marked in

according to which the five Classes of the
ParticularSynod of Chicago “now absolutely appoint two

members each." This

fine

advertise trash, and

when we

price lor goods of any kind the

IS

are quite up to our representation.
treat

everybody with

and mark our goods

polite attention

such prices

at

as

can-

F. W. WURZBURG,
Canal street, corner Bronson, Grinnell’s

-

-

member ex-officio. This

revised

in

The

place

known

cash. Inquire
W. Hopkins, Esq.,
for

provision be adopted, Synod, will at this office, or at J.
probably then appoint its quota, the Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly
Classes at the fall sessionstheirs, and
7 acres, with improvementsand house.
and the new Council take their seats, and

A full

the whole go into effect in the fall of 1879,

or possibly as

In the

late as the

line of

spring of 1880. sheetings, of

interim the present amended con-

fine dress

bleached and unbleached

all qualities,a

goods and

large stock of

endless variety of

in

stitutionremains in force and the relations prints,at

of

all parties

continuethe same save as

modified by the appointment of

A country girl wrote

say the “College will open in the

of

fall as usual with a full corps

sors.” This will depend very

STEKETEE.

A.

a Provis-

ional President.

You

&

P.

Profes-

of their positions as limited by the late

school to-night." George replied that “in

lexicon of youth (Webster's una-

bridged) there is no such word

The same
made by

action.

“Now

George don’t fail to be at the singing

much upon the

the acceptanceby the present incumbents

to her lover:

as fail."

of Smith’s saleratus
new process. Biscuits made

is true

the

On the whole, the present arrangement with it are always light, sweet and spongy.
is experimental.The success of the exA large stock of Boots and Shoes,
periment depends mainly on the money
Women’s Gaiters, &c. always on hand at
question. If under the present status,
P.

&

A.

sufficient funds are raised within a reason-

able time to pay off the heavy indebtedness and meet current expenses, the exper-

iment may succeed. If

the

money

is

Young Man—

Do

STEKETEE.

you wish to make

yourself a success? Then attend the

not Grand Rapids BusinessCollege and Prac-

forthcoming,the experiment will undoubt-

tical

edly fail. Not too put to fine a point on

Journal,containingparticulars.22-3w

it,

therefore, the future of

Hope

be largely determined

by the matter of

Training School. Send for College

College will

Don't forget that 40 cent Japan
P.

dollars and cents.

T.

ROMEYN BECK.

Hollakd, Mich., July

9th, 1878.

feel

A.

Tea

at

under obligations for

definition, or rather unraveling of the

concise information which

we

A nice

lot of

published

Carpets at from 20
E. J.

to

75

understood, but
fully read by

We

after

being written, care-

two members of

the

HARRINGTON.

only $1.00 per barrel

t

E. J.

Council.

HARRINGTON’S.

If

Ton Intend

to Paint,

to throw any doubt on the acceptanceof Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
the work of the committee by the body and examine the
that sent them to do that work, but think

Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors.

the committeewas selectedwith great These paints are mixed ready for the
care and their actions will be ratified by brush, sold by the gallon, and can be apthe next General Synod.
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
That the whole question condensesitself White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,&c.,
into

a matter of dollars and cents, is

un- very

deniable by

cheap.

5-18 w

any practicalmind. But
Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a
whether the opening of the College next
fall will depend on the cancelling of the summer school suit, for three dollars and
old debt,

we

are not prepared to believe, fifty cents, at the Cheap Cash Store of

means
commence operationsanew seems im-

although the providing of
to

E. J.

sufficient

perative.

Don't be Deceived.
Many persons say "I haven’t got the
Consumption"when asked to cure their
Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Congha lead to

price?"

Bros. 'Seal of North laroUna,' at the

A Fink White Dress

same

J.

Shirt the best in

the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

when

O. Doesburg.

win you suffer with Dyspepsia and
liver complaint, Constipation, and general
debility when you can get at our store
Shiloh’sSystem Vitalizer which we sell
0F
on a positive guarantee to cure you. THE
Price 10 eta. and 75 cts. For sale by. D.

errors Agent

Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van

and

J.

O. Doesburg.

“HACKMETACK"
grant perfume. Sold

H. Walsh, Wm. Van
Doesburg.

Putten,

Wanted.

nest book ever published
ROHAN onThe
Romanism. Contributed by

ablest Divines of the different
Catholic the
Denominations. Illustratedwith
CHURCH.
---- Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishops

16

_

I

House Moving.

nual subscription, $4, postpaid.

AVING purchasedan

entire new set of tools.
such as tackles, lines, capstan, etc., I will
hold myself in readiness to move any and all kind
of buildings, from a chicken cc«p to a church, .no
matter how large a mortgage may cover it— I can
raise the building and move It to any place desired.

23.

H.

1878.

FINCH.
i5-8w

SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
11. LYON, - - - Proprietor.

all hours.

FRANK

LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has
rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
best living writers. Every departmentof literature Is represenlated
in its columns. The amount
of instruction, entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles, essays, stories,and general
miscellanycontained in the 128 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well appreciated.Every copy of the “Popular Monthly”
is embellished with over 100 beautifnl illustrations.
Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind In existence, and at the same time one of the most select
and universally welcome. It must continue to increase in public favor,and rank with the publisher's Sunday Magazine— the highest among all our
American monthlies. It is published on the !5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Subscription,$3. post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie,537 Pearl Street,New York.
made

FRANK

LESLIE'S SUNDAY

MAGAZINE

is

a beautiful work. It will Interest educated ami
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
WM. LIECUNER. T.
reader. It is the only Sunday magazine published
Grand Rapidr.
2S-3m.
In this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
The undersigned desires to announce to the Deems, pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie- stirringTales, general Topics and Ecriys, Poetry.
f'YN Saturday Ian. two small pase-books,some- tor of ibis well-known and popular hotel, and Music, Fun. Science,History,etc.. In great va
that
he will hereafter give his peisonal attention riety. Each copy of this Magazine has 100 exqui\J where on Harrington’s Dock, or near Roost’s
brickyard. Any one returningthe same will be to the managementof the house and the wants site engravings of the most Interesting character
of his guests. The house has been refittedand re- It has reached a circulationand prosperity such as
libraliy rewarded.
furnished, and now offersthe best of accommoda- make it one of the marvelsof periodicalliterature.
R. T. ROGERS.
(Captain of the propeller Roger*.) tions to the traveling public. It contains 130 hand- It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy it and see for
some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
be had with board at $100 per day, and the rc- Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Adraairder at the usual price, Ilaving’conducted the dress orders to
hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past sixFrank Leslie's Publishing House,
teen years, and thahkful for former patronage,the
0-26w
537 Pearl Street, New York.
pronrietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooms of Sweet’sHotel are not excelled by
YTHIEREAS my wife, MINNIE, has left my bed
and board without jnat cause, notice is any public house in the State, the tables are snpKOETGAGE SALE.
hereby given that I shall not he responsiblefor plied with all the markets afford, and careful attenpvEFAULT having been made in the conditions
any debts contractedby her from and after this tion is given by all employees.
of a certain mortgage dated the 21th day of
Honing to received liberalpatronagefrom the
dare.
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated May, 1875, made and executedby John M. HickCHRISTIAN MILLER.
man
and
Hopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Victorlne
by the proprietor.
Holland. June 20, 1878.
E. Hickman, then all oi Ottawa County.Michigan,
T. H , LYON.
and recorded in the office of the lit gister of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan,July 27th. 1875. in
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which
mortgage, and notes accompanyingthe some,
there Is claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $391.60. and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for in said mortgage,and no proceedings
at law or equity having been Institutedto recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any nart
A complete slock of Boots and Shoes thereof; NoUceishereby oiren, that by virtue of the
power of sale in said mortgage contained,and of
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
the statnte in snch case roaac and provided,said
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfysaid mortgaged debt, the interest thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain expenses of said sale allowed by law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the
at the
17th day of September, 1878, at one

Mich.

Special Announcement,

LOST! LOST!

2I-4w*

NOTICE.

tt

BOOTS A SHOES.

lubbers, Slippers

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J.

anccessfulpracticein the trentment of all < hronlc
Diseases and Def miitiea as a specialty. Doe* not
claim to be infallibleor to know everything, or to
cure everylwdy;but doe* claim th»t a large and
extenaive practice and mi|sm»llebd -un-pa , as evidence to sustain if, i* the la-st pro,, I <>t a physician’*
skill. He treats annually from live i, nix thousand

of

edge gaim-d from treating and curing th'iinnndsof
cases enables him to know the cause and the remedy needed. He never injured a human lieing by
excessive drugging, or destroyed a life by experiment and It is not necessary to change diet or
occupation while under his tre tment.
If your are afflictedwith Diseases of the Eyes,
Ears, Head, Heart, Throat,Lung*, Chest, Spine,
Liver, Stomach, Bowels,Kidneys.Caneto-Urinary
Organa, Brain, Nerve*, B- nes, Joints, Deformities.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rhenmattain, Son*, Ulcers
Tumors, Ctancers.Blood or Skia, and all person*
that are tronlded with any ailmsnt or inconvenience
•ftny name or nature, are invitedto call and lovestifatebeforethey alandon hope.
Candid In opinion, reasonable in chargee, and
will not urge or (•ursuade yon to tske treatment,
no one will be treated nnlees there is a
strong probability>! a cure or permanentbesett.
Make Interrogation and d-clde for yourselt Oon-

Md

nltatloa free. MedicinesCash don’t
mailt

sak

for

MATERIAL

L’lty Hotel, from 3 p.

Monday, Jnly 89th.

until 8 p.

the following described piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described ns
follows, to-wit: the north half of the aouth-easi
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thirteen (13), in town seven (7) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and rontainingtwenty acres of land
according to the United States survey be the same
more or Ichb.
Dated, June 6th, 1878.

VlOTORlNE E. HICKMAN. Mofigaqe
Lowing

St

Cbosi, Att'ye for Mortgagee.18-18w

Dissolution Notice.
V[ OTICE

is hereby given, that the co-partnership
1
heretofore existing between EverardusKruisenga and Joan Kmisettga. under the firm name
-nd style of E. Krulsenga & Hon. doing businesat
the City of Holland, has this day been diaaolved
by mntnal consent. John Krulsengahas purchased all the stock in trade and credit* due to and
belonging to the late firm, and will pay all liabilities of the said E. KruLenga St Hon. to whom
claims should he presented Ft payment.
Dated, Holland, Muy 29th, 1878.

v

THE

“tstiews”

Job
Our

Office. 16-4w

facilities for

ing are unequaled

and we are at

Job

.

Detroit and

Milwaukee

Print-

in this city,

all times

E. KRUI8ENGA.
JOHN KRUISENOA.

Railroad Hotel,

prepar-

execute

Wm.

H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

Grand Havenf Michigan.

m. on

m, Tuesday, July 30,

GRAND RAPIDS,

ALL KINDS OF

Probate Order.

JOB PRINTING

County of Ottawa,

ss.

At a session of the ProbateCoho of the County
bf Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office,In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Friday,
the twenty-flratday of June, in tne year one
thon-and eight hundred and seventy-eight.

Promptly and Neatly
IN

afternoon, be assigned for the hearingof said Petl
tion and that the neirs at law of the said deceased,
and all other personsInterested In said estate,are
required to appear at a session of said Conrt. then
to be holden at the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, In said County, and show canse, if any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And It Is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the personsinterested In said
estate,of the pendency of said petitionand the
hearing thereof, by causinga copy of this order to

Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and ema popular and fra- Ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to be pabllshed In the “Hollawd Cirr N*w«," a
the largest commissions. Bell Rapid- newspaperprfntedand circulated in said County
by D. R. Meengs, Canvasser*
ly. For terms and circulars. Address,
of Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
Putten audj. O.
said uay of hearing.
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO.
A trne copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
St. Louis, Mo.
AMw
Judge of Probate.

1878.

April 10,

EXCURSIONS

9-tf

!

!

THE STEAMER

TWI-LIO-KT

ceased.
On reading and filing the petition dnly verified,
of Henry Banm, praying among other things for
the probate of an Instrument in writing filed In
this conrt, pnrportlngtobethelastwlll and testament of Abel T. Stewart deceased, and that
administrationthereof may be granted to the

next, at one o'clock In t

Grand Havin,

THE

Present: Samuil L. Tati, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of AbefT. Stewart, de-

ESfisfS

The best accommodation for the travelling pubbe found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. The best Imported liquors and
clgara always on hand.
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
lic can always

Rathbnn House, on the
lat andlfitn days of every month. Address, Dr.
J. C. Kennedy, Rathbnn House, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with stamp.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

o’clockin the afternoon at the front door of the
Conrt House of Ottawa County, in the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premisesto he sold
being describedin said mortgage as fo'lows, all

Just Received at

ed to

WILL BE AT

HOLLAND,

HAmiJIGTOJt.

IsTEW

Haa becoiua wnirly known mr tliv only i ompatrut
reliableI avellng Phyriclan.HU reputation
haa been acquired by honeMt, fnir dealing and yean

fonrth day of Jolj

Why

R

at

FRANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL,

pages, issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Children’s Ware; useful information
TN Ottawa or Allegan CountiesIn exchange for on
Family Topics: Select Stories; Beautiful Illusreal estate In the City of Holland.
trations of Home and Foreign Subjects;Poetry:
M-tf
Inquireat this Office.
FashionableIntelligence;Personal Chit Chat;
Amusing Cartoons on the Follies and Foibles of
the Day; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Leslie't
Lady', Journal is the most beautiful of all th.ladles’papers. It should he found on the table of
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; an-

Free Lunch every Morning.

45-ly

all others fail
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
and oar faith in it is so positive that we
will refund the price paid if you receive 8to*e man wishes to intorm the Ladies of
no benefit. Is not this a fair proposition. this city and vicinity that he will keep on
Price 10 cts. 50 eta. and $.100 per bottle.
hand a full supply of sewing machine
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
Poroua Plaster. Price 25 cla. For sale by. needles for all machines.
D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Ptuten

and

it will cure

HARRINGTON.

Query: “Why will men smoke common tobacco, when they can buy Marburg

Consumption and a remedy that will cure
Consumption will certainlyand surely of
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.

We know

LAND WANTED.

persons Experienceis worth everything Knowl-

thought that was authority sufficient
publication. We don’t feel disposed,

for

Best White Lime

Chicago.

and

in our issue of last week, which was,
however, not picked up by us, nor mis-

J3.00,

STEKETEE.

cents per yard just received at

CHIMNEY CORNER.-

Tuesday, Thursday and
SATURDAY EVENINGS,

WM.

While coughs and colds are very prevalent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Cough and Lung
tf

the

LESLIE’S

Thls beautifnl periodical,the boat American Family Journal, Story Paper and Home Friend, ha*
been the successful rival of all the weekly jonmals
for the oast thirteen years. It gained a place In
the mlnas and hearts of onr people, and now the
name of its patrons ia Legion. ,

\
true to life and fall of merit, taking a wide range p
of subjectsto please every member of a houreWill leave Harrington's Dock every
hold— the domestic story for the mother, the
charming love-talefor the daughters,the more
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
for the boys and lalry-talea
for the children.
Habberton. Howard, Robinson,Do Forrest,
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
At 7 o'clock,p. m.. to arrive in Chicago next morn- Pierce, and other eminent wrltters,are ita regular
ing at 6 a. m. and will leave Lawler & Asher's contributors.The subjects trrated of are verv
Dock, at Chicago,every
varied. 1 he Illustrationsare profuse and they are
all beautiful Short stories extremelyinteresting are
completedin each number, while Biographies, Adventures.Essays, Fun, Travels,NaturalHistory,
Legends,Anecdotes.Science, etc., make this publicationone of the most entertaining in existence.
Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
At 7 o'clockp. m. to arrive at Holland, next
morning at 6 a. m., (except Saturday evening, when away to its subscribers,
the boat will delay her departare till the close of
The Chimney Comer, sixteen pages, with eight
public amnsements.)
pages of Illustrations,printed on fine paper, is
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; an*'?r freight and passage, and furtherparticulars
apply to E. J. Harrington.Holland, Mhb., and nual subscription, $4, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie s Publishing House, M7
Lawler Jb Asher’s Dock,
14-tf
Pearl Street,New York.

Holland, May

Syrup.

REPLY:

We

&

TRIP

Apply at residenceon 12th street. 4th ward, or
addressthe undenigned, P. O. Box 32.

as the “Dr. Morris

June, 1879. If above place," is for sale cheap

ROHM

in the City.

STEKETEE-

A.

FRANK

iiifflis.

This year the Chimney Comer seem to be better

The finest Restaurant

Extra Lunches prepared

constitution is to be submittedto the next

General Synod,

at

P.&

PASSACE, SUS;

CHICAGO

Thankingyon for your favors daring the past
eight years. L would respectfullysolicit your pat
ronage for the future.

--

cheaper than any one

SHE

&

II

CANAL STREET,

68

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Remember, if you owe us, that it takes
that the Council consist of sixteen mem- money to buy paper.
bers, five to be appointed by General
Always on hand a full supply of salt
Synod, two by each of the five Classes of
which
we will sell just as cheap if not
Holland, Grand River, Wisconsin, MichiCollege a

-

Wm. LEICHNER
NO.

pditiottat fucal.

_

TRI-WEEKLY TRIPS between

HOLLAND

TT

Synod directed that this be revised and
the revision provides among other things

with the President of the

AT

Block, Grand Rapids.

“Amended Constitution"has

Illinois,

ALWAYS

A. IF

not fail to please.

been in force since 1871. The late General

gan and

Stt-im

LAGER BEER
OUST DIR/
T

change has actually been made. The fact
that the

Mich.

The Celebrated Cincinnati
a

We

JIQ SEE.

A

Gband Rapids,

value.

statement gives the impression that the

is

retreat, and

luncheons ahvay ready.

CCJtE

some barter and insuring to each and
every customer an equal share of honest

“principal feature"

Council

A regular farmer’s

doing away with the necessity of weari-

We never

GROH,

min

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

fixed price under any circumstances;thus

quote

1878.
H.'

Choice Stock of Cigars Monday, Wednesday and
always on hand.

plain figures, and never deviating from the

public may feel assured that the articles

Again you speak of the “Amended Con-

A

since 1800.

quite possible that one or more, or even
above gentlemen may not be

The finest Grand Kapids Lager
Beer always on Draught.

E

dvr

CAPTAIN SNYDER,
Will make

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

E A

MARY

No. 104 Monroe Street,

WURZBURG’S.

tlemen were acceptedby the committee of

in it, viz: the reorganization of the

RESTAURANT

LARGE

that

S T

last

or they hare been misunderstood. As one

all of the

is

should be done.

contained several errors. Either your
sources of information were not

A.

1878.

Having been rebnllt and

CAPTAIN

F.

refitted last

winter,

BROUWER,

Hereby Informs the public that heii prepared
for all kinds

COMMERCIAL
FEINTING

of excursions.

SPECIAL PARTIES
Can

be accommodated on short notice, for the a
small sum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them
to the month of Black Lake In the morning, leaving them there and bring them back in the evening, or any time desired. I am also prepared to

down

accommodate

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS.
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRIOE LISTS,
CARDS,
TAOS, At

SVyDAY school picyics,
Having a banre suitable for that purpose,to 150
out on Lake Michigan, or to be taken to any desired point, and brought home at the time agreed
upon. For such large picnic*, however, timely
notice will be necessary for preparation.

Terms very Reasonable.
F.

Holland, June

BROUWER,
1,

Captain.

1878.

17-3m

•

I

Mu. Harrington, of

Jottings.
Gold

is

We
this issue too

Columbia Fire Company, No. 2, will
give a basket picnic on Wedesday next.

saw only one yellow ribbon here on

the 12th of July.
late for the

Grand liupids

Eagle was in town yesterdaj'.

steady at 100%.

Press of job work made

the

We promised not to

the name.

tell

—

The

to time all suy that

town from time

in

Holland is a

real pretty

CORNER CEDAR*

Mary Groh is still makThe steamer Van Raalle is guaranteed
ing regular trips, and took about twenty $75 per day by the railroad company for
passengers on Monday evening.
running between Petosky and Mackinac.
propeller

Black and red
Marquette,

was

a trip, arrived

raspberries have

made
Eighth coaches of excursionists passed
and new potatoes are through here on Tuesday last from Kftla
sixty cents per bushel.
mazoo and intermediatepoints, to Grand

their appearance,

G.

A. Van den Bosch.

tic stroke

List of letters remaining in

have heard only of one case

and
Post
Dr.

now in Paris under the charge of
Brown Sequurd.
is

far,

-

o

A Complete •••ortmentof Chlldren’e and Infante’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladles’ and Gentleman’swear.

IN STONE.

call’andIee

guages, as desired.

All

Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
us a call before you order, and patronize your home industry.

Holland, Mich., Aug. M 1677.

office at Holland, Mich., July 11, 1878:

us.

now •ellinc the Howe Dewing Machine,
will henceforth keep it for sale at&yatore.
reddling;machines with wagons has been abolished
for the simple reason that ths prices of machines
si e too low te admit of any expense In that way.
Call la and get bargains.
I am

end

E.

Holland, Mich., Bept

1,

HEROLD.

1877.

Call at the

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Meat Market

DEALER in

this

ten miles south of

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

of

keep conttantlyon hand the beat kind of
stock, and also a nice variety of dealgna. Letter
Ing done in the English, Hollandand German lan-

while traveling in Switzerland,

was at Hamilton, Charlie T. Curtis, G. W. Ostrander,
The veneering with brick of the twoon Tuesday
Stephen Hartwell.
story building of H. W. Verbeek & Co.
last. The name of the man could not be
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
is nearly completed, and the masonic
ascertained, and his case is reported danskill displayed by Mr. Gee is of a high

stroke so

and

of sun-

the

ail kinds

—

We

Zeeland: Messrs. J. HuisWilbur F. Storey of the Chicago TYmci,
Van Hees and Mr. A. Bulks, was recently stricken with a severe paraly- Give

that he would do.

We

And

Just received at

HEROLD,

MONUMENTS E.
CEMETERY WORE
--

the Village of

home on Tuesday last. lie did not bring enga, J.
anybody with him, as was reported to us vice Mr.

—

OF

a SHOES

Perkin?, BOOTS

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

in town a few days last week, with a pos- plenty at
sible eye on settling among us.
kHaven.
Messrs. G. Van Putten & Sons are havWe have at piesent from 8% to 9 feet of ing their new store finished now, the old
According to a dispatch to the New
water in our harbor, accordingto the re- Koning building finally got out of the
ork Herald the Asiatic Cholera has made
port of our steamboat men, who alone clutches of the law.
its appearance in the City of Norwich,
need that amount.
Connecticut,and claimed three victims on
On Monday last the followingwere Tuesday last.
Mr. M. Dekker, of Zeeland, who has elected members of the School Board at
been to the Netherlands on

—

EIGHTH STREETS.

Manntactnrrratf

town.

I Wu. H. Parks, Esq., of

&

Luce

Peaches promise well.

stock:
—

USTETW

The indications are that the apple crop
will be light, a great many falling off.

morning mail.

Strangers coming

A Largo and Fine

this city,

We

gerous.

notice the bills posted up for an-

order. The firm

finishingthe remainder

is

KTJITE

other steamboat connection with other
of the carpenter work, and will soon be
Hiordan, after
ports. The steam barge Edwards will
J
enabled to open it to the public.
having sacrificed their goods on the aucmake regular trips between St. Joseph and
tion block the last two weeks, closed their
For (he best kind of
Manistee, calling iu all the intermediate
Some of our farmers commenced cutting
business yesterday morning and lett for
ports for freight.
wheat on Tuesday last. The hot weather
home, at Muskegon. Our own merchants,
Fresh
Salted Meats.
of the last ten days ripens the wheat so
will, no doubt, all agree in wishing them
A report just made by the physicians
fast, that togetherwith the cutting of hay
an affectionateadieu.
shows that the emperor of Germany is in
I pay the highest market
going on all over, makes the farmers very
Mr. Antony Van de Wall, of Oostburg, anything but a satisfactorycondition. He busy in spite of their machinery. The price for hides, hams, and all
Wisconsin, formerly a resident of this has not regainedhis natural strength, has average of the wheat crop is good, and kinds of farmer’s produce.
place, was here on a visit last week; also but little power of locomotion,and is un- the acreage has increased considerable.
Rev. J. Liesveld, who was once in busi- able to eat without assistance.
Senator T. W. Fer^rived home lasl GOUie Olid. 6XftQiili6 1117
ness in this city, now residing in the town
The weather permitting an excursion week and was warmly received by the
ftTOPIT
of Ramsey, in the northwestern part of
will come to this city by boat, from South
izens
of
Grand
Haven.
One
of
our
citi-J
Iowa, near the Minnesota line.

Messrs. Donahue

&

.

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

and

*
4

cit-1

Haven on next Wednesday, July 17th, nc

zens had an interviewwith the Senator in

On Monday next Mr. Win. Van Putten companied by Mr. J. R. Means’ brass regard to the railroad lauds and he said
will move his stock of drugs and medicines band. Gee’s brass band will be on the that, although Mr. Bowes had been at

-

in his new store, where every convenience dock to receive them and escort them into
is

prepared for him

new

to suit bis

taste. The the

store is almost an exact counterpart

of the one burned, but

is

a great deal easier

-

for the public by being on a level with the
sidewalk.

has

drowned at

South Haven, on the evening of Tuesday

on the afternoonof the 4th by a window
He returned from Wash-

ington a few days ago, and has been

in this

city as a musician, having

played in Dr. Gee’s orchestraon the 24th
of June last, and other similar occasions,

and also as

in

As

a

sewing machine agent

a pleasure resort we are certainly

rather a delicate condition for some time
gaining in notoriety. Among the latest
past. He has sufferedfrom the excessive
arrivals we notice the following gentlemen
heat of the past few days, the result
members of the Mokawk Club, of Grand
being to make the recent accident take a
Rapids: C. M. Spaulding, L. W. Heatb,
aerious turn.
W. W. Johnson, D. F. Thurston,J. Keate,
. The sprinkler is a failure and if we have G. F. Hitchcock, Jr., E. L. Montgomery,
' an occasional deluge like Thursday even- 8. P. Bennett and Henry F. Hatch. They
ing, we can get along without it. In this brought their sporting utensils with them,

connection we can mention that Messrs.

Van Landegeud, Steketee and Bosman
have
force

down a

jointly put

pump

drive well

and

in front of their premises,

coupled a hundred feet of hose thereto
and keep the dust

down

in front of their

stores. A good thing.

block fallingand striking him on the back
of the head, while at work on the schooner

Moore, dicharging at Winsor’s dock at
Grand Haven. Dr. Van der Veen was
called, dressed the wound, and expresses
himself as doubting his recovery. Mr. G.
Boeve.of Fillmore, (Boot’s brother-in-law,)

was summoned by

telegraph, and

on

return corroborated the above facts.

hi-

M

Buet has a wife and six children.

here looking after the

contem
plated by the authorities to sink three new
cribs at our harbor during the summer,
md make such other repairs as may be
leemed necessary.The work is to be
is

ne by contract and will be advertised in
e Detroit and Chicago papers.

NO.

22

Allegan Animal compliments

Holland, - - - Michigan
The above firm make a apociattyof cnatom work.
Guarantee aattafacilon.Thetr price* aro low
enough to compete with any honae In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
Ladle* and Children ahoce and galtera.

W. * U.

84-ly

July address in

atter ot

full

aud adds: “Of the

are

camped

out

on Black Lake and

bci;

own judges; his manner

is

and will keep on hand a com-

der, and three of them

were indulged

On Saturday last

in

and C. C. Ware.

A

who buy
quantities.

somewhat

G. J.

I

heard him talk for five minutes to the Detroit opera

house

full of people, last

week,

he carried them through in perfect

Joslin&Breyman, Mr.

11-

McMillan,Saugatuck, 1 mowing

11-

M. Groh, Chicago, 1,613 rrtlea, 12

In

Watchmakers |
DEALERS

Spring styles, and will guaranJewelers, tee a perfect fit. Prices reasonable.

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Call soon and take the first
choice, at the
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HA(R(RIflGT0

ft

pine lumber,5

mfb

m

staves.

Importer of

All Kinds of Spectacles.

English and Scotch Ales,
—

Saturday evening, Julyfitb,James Cook,
of Norton, with his wife and
ters,

aged 10 and

two daugh-

years, went fishing in

12

Black Lake. After fishing awhile Mrs.
Cook went to a secluded spot with the

bank

is not over

distance from
changes
,

to

two

feet

the Class of 1850, at

tone, and

down

all were

vices for all were conducted at the
at

Black Lake.

No. 100 Monroe Street.

E.

BAUDER,

first

A, M.f Principal,

.

mm

Assisted by Mrs. BAUDER and DAUGHTERS,
with other ExperiencedTeacher*.

A splendid stock

the capital of the Orange

Free

ill

English. His

eldest son is also preach- place, for it is as easy for him to

make

was ordained friends as to breathe. We bespeak for
September, 1877. His second son ii them a fast growing popularity. We are
ut entering the legal profession, and is informed that the Telephone and Jubilee

ing far in the interior. He

ismed after the late Dr. GarreUon, John concert was not numerously attended, but
•rretaon Vandewall. Brother Vnnde- gave satisfactionto the audience, and had

POT

business yon can engage In. |5 to |90
per day made by any worker ot either
1 sex, right in their own localities. Particulars and samplesworth $5 free. Improve yonr
spare time at this bnsiness. Address Stinson
Co., Portland,
8-1 r

DELO

I

Maine.

of splendid clay
city. Near church
wall is examiner of the students of theolo- they selected another evening would un- and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
•f thli land is partiallyimproved. Also
gy in Hebrew and other branches, when doubtedly have had a large house. The
40 acres of unimproved land in the Townthey leave the theologicalsch«H)l.— C%r. operation of the telephone was plainly ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
illustrated.
InUUigenctr.
I will sell eighty acres

soil, six miles from this

42-tf

hand.

BANKING.

JACOBUS PITH
BANKER,

*

Farai for Sale.

and

10-tf

State

Q

of Cigars

otuer liquors always on

Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
brilliant performers, and they are aloof Braaches.
catalogue or admission,apply t« the Prindlublic. Since 1870 be has been settled worthy the price of admission. The palFor
at Fimtok, Gknksik Co.. Mich.
'aarl. This is a very large parish, with anthorities, and especially the managing

:iu,

Bapldflt Web*

Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W.
cor. of Mn and Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert 8mtth, has sncceeded In making and lntrodnclng an Ate, which he calla "India Pale Ale,’'
and ha* sncceeded so well that It la highly recommended aa a tonic for weak persona.

HOME SCHOOL.

A

—

In balk and in Bottle.

RIDLEY HALL. Grand

ichigan. He removed to Africa in 1801> already some excellent features of attrac- Now open— Pnptls admittedat any Um*. Coarse
of Instructionembraces English, Mathematics.
d for eight years labored at Bluemfon- tion. The MetteBros., for instance are

suddenly

drowned together. While a neighbor was in town
Saturday night making arrangements for
the funeral another messenger arrived on
a similar errand. A grand child of Mr.
Cook, living in the same house, bad suddenly died. On Snnday the funeral scr
house

formers resumed tbeir places as soon as

this

mother, seeing them from the shore, went
to their rescue, and

New BrunswickSem-

place o}e thousand communicants. He genei* agents, ate gentlemen. Mr. Price, the ad|y preaches in Dutch, but occasionally vance agent, is the right man in the right
together. The

about ten feet. Into

the children went

Verbeek’s Hall at the

settled at East Mill- the rain ceased to fall. This circuit is
afterward taught at Holland, only a few days on the road yet, and has

nary, and was

deep, but sonv

the shore it

at

know that he is comfortably settled at tame time, was pretty well attended. A
Paarl, in South Africa, about tbirty-six drenching rain interruptedthe performmiles from Cape Town. He graduated in ance, hut with admirable pluck the per-

two children, for the purpose of allowing
the girls to bathe. The water near the

was being given

and

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

1876.

0,

JT.

machine.

Mae

Muskegon:

this connection I have

cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest

his general stock of groceries

find the followingterrible accideu

and

purchased a stock of Broad-

and recommended this kind of work to the
In spite of the cloudy aud rainy weather
provisions, and finds them first-class. authorities at Washington,for the proHull
of Gold Pens,
Dealers iu the above named articles will tection of the water front, of that large on Thursday last the Great Eastern Circus
do wise to call in at No. 105 Monroe street and costly institution. Altogether this made its appearance and gave two per- Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Grand Rapids, and get acquainted with .kind of work seems to meet with much formances, alter noon and evening. The
Holland, March 24,
8-4y,
the above named gentlemen, who will be favor, and the work is progressingnicely. afternoonperformance was slimiy attended,
but
the
evening
performance,
considfound genial and pleasant and enabled to
It may be interesting to the classmates ering that a telephoneand jubilee concert
show goods hitherto unknown in this city.

We

practical cutter

tailor,

wood,

only person as yet dealing with them

of Rev. G. Vandewall and other friends to

is a

CLEARED.

lock ties, 16 cds.
,
8- Prop. McMillan,Saugatuck,8,000 brick.
8M. Groh, Chicago, 48 m ft oak lumber,
23.730 f b slaves.

in Dr. T. W. Miller, Surgeon in charge of
Drenthe, the new Marine Hospital, located about
who keeps some of these articles on hand 2% miles north of Lincoln Park also

Griffin,
New York City,

and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.

ar the

Kanters, successfully finished a piece

A.

J.

Who

ay, and

at

1877.

have engaged the services of

came home without anything to of applause which continued longer than
program. Hope Church Sabbath- his speech did.”
|Chool had their picnic on Tuesday, and
The followingare the arrivals and clearie Third Reformed Church on Wednesances up to Friday morning:
ay. All of them were well attendedesARRIVED.
lecially the Third church, who counted
July 6— 8chr. Spny. Racine, threshing machine.
175 in number. These picnics are becom“ 6— 1’rop. M. Groh, Chicago. 600 bn corn, 2 bils
pork, 26 pkgs aundriec.
ing more and more popular, especially
6— Schr. Tn-Color, Milwaukee, 35 brla nail.
BO pi..
80
pkgg mdae.
among the little ones.
8— Schr. Wm. Bates. Chicago,
ag«
light.
8— " Four Brothers, Chicago,
AgO, light.
While Mr. K. Kant cm was home on the
11— Prop. McMillan, Saugatuck,light.
“ It— “ M. Groh, Chicago,1 brl whiskey, 35
Fourth of July, his son and partner,A.
pkgr sundries.

a fine

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

of

went to the harbor enjoyed

sets or in large

(

tragic and for electrifying eloquence we

Cabinet Gin, Dave Crockett, H. W. Clay, of the work to the curious multitude,
Kentucky Club, W. W. Duncan, etc. The who seemed to be well pleased with it.

related in a dispatchfrom

liberal deduction to

silence, bursting at the close, into storms

theirs,

White Granite

plete stock of

We

since our last issue.

I

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

FOR SALE.

his address our readers can be

'

trade the necessary attention,

those

ELFERDINK.

co. W. McBride by publishing his Fourth
If

after this date,

intend to devote to this line of

RIVER STREET,

Repairing neatly done and at

“

among

From and

Short Notice,

The

V^N RAALTE/

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

H.

government

reports that it

K.

W.

Messrs. Kortlander& Grady arc pusl
of 80 feet in length of brush work at Lin- July 5— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 1,873 r r tics, 5
pkgs furniture.
ing to the front as Importersand wholesale coln Park. Mr. Kanters informs us that
6— Schr. Spray. Racine, 20 cds wood, 10 cds
dealers of the most celebrated brands of previous to commencing operations he
hemlock bark.
“ 6— •* Tri-Color, Kacine, 85 m f b slaves.
wines, brandies and whiskies, among constructed a complete section of brush“ 8— 44 Wm. Bates, Chicago, 4,500 bdls brush.
which they name as their best the Royal work on the shore, to illustrate the plan 44 8— 44 Four Brothers, Chicago,1,800 hem-

Mr. F. Boonstra,

W. &

interests,as regards river and harbor im-

provements.He

D B

&-18w

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Cnrrant busbee; Strawberries;
Pears, Apple, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry,Apprlmake their headquarters at the Phcenix
know of no man in this region who is his cot, Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down Inquire of
Hotel.
superior. But his prepared efforts are not
J. VAN LANDKUEND,
Holland. Mtcb. Jannarv 1. 1638.
Sabbath school picnics are now in or- equal to his impromptu speeches.

and

M.

this region is

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

Burke,' of the U. 8. Engineer corps.

He was

Specialty.

that

rob our actual

This week we noticed in town Mr.

W.

the M. E. Church Sabbath School had and

Mr. Peter Boet, of Grand Haven, welf
known here to a great many, was nearly
killed onTueday last by a heavy tackling-

to

ST.,

I

Makes Custom Work a

DXUvAi
J.KUITE

10 years, oldest settlers, died between the two Houses.

sou of Mr. J. H. McCall, was

a summer bered

residence in Bristol,was seriously injured

him.

Herbert McCall, aged

Washington to lobby for his scheme,
iufamous bill, calculated

last. Mr. J. H. McCall will be remem-

Senator Burnside, who

falling on

-

citv.

IaGHTH

Of the neateststyles and best qualitieswhisk
effer cheeper than anybody else.

HOLLAMP, . >

^

mcmojjc.

Dees a general Banking,Exchange, and Ceilection bnslneas. Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
business Intrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed outline desoelM, subject
to check at eight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets te and from all petals In Europe
sold at my offlee.

9-U

JACOB TAN PUTTEN.

THERE 48 BLOOD ON THE MOON.'*

was ready, and ,the

vtm IrtiiDvedby th# ancients that'<fclood spots
ppearodon the moon before war.]
It

There is blood on the moon
Will it pass away soon ?
Dread portents are i-ife

!

And then at the last moment it was discovered that there were.seventeenguests
nstead of the sixteen provided for;, and
Miss Dolly— beautiful Miss Dolly, with
her eyes shining as bright as stars, pud
her silken

u.

yeUpw

her forehead

she tossed back like white wings, until
she looked like an angel in a picture,
said :

• ‘

SSm:

qh'pyMgennd

Well, tlxhi, Patty, give some ofle

my room, and
Emily.” And

!

Jackals are howling,

'

her park phaeton could not render calm,
heroically ordered the cutter.
She came and rested her plump little
jeweled hand with matronly ease upon
Ned’s shoulder, as at the now-deserted
breakfast-table he bent over his plate in
abstracted mood, trying to swallow his

is

earnest? May

I

not speak to you one

moment of that?”
And then she answered,

“Mr. Berton,” she

quite seri-

how

-f ‘will

go with Cousin

Patty, with a natural in-

stinct of attraction for the , “ pretty curly-

headed Mr. Ned Berton,” went straight
him first, and said: “Would, you

WhectuiarkJh>ma are riding
And tlienthr biding ;
) Dread tfconfctersor *kr,
Biack shadow* of Thor.
Grlm-Tisaged and ironed • !l
And armor-environed
• In their corslet* of m*it
They ride on the gale :
Are they Paynim Invaders,

.to

te&MSflrOT1!
Berton, without) qtty’UJg * word, but
looking, as Patty said afterward, “ just
caught up and fluttered,” did as he was

1

bid.

Or Christian crusaders,
Or peaceful sea traders 7
As they sail to the East,
* (•oa a#i«ausaj£utauaui/VAi

Then th£r6 was supper; and by the
time the clock struck 12 good- bights
\^5r5‘6dld,Md the 'guests were alHocked
in their ohapfajier^to seek the slumber
that should make them quite fresh for

.a

May

it pass away soon 1
For mothersare wailing,
Old forms afo quaMing,
\oung cheeks are paling
In darkness and gloom ;

of awe, stood in Dolly s room, with his

dare you infringe

even sadly: “ Not for the world daughter?”
of that, dear Ned. Not to-day. ToAs she spoke she felt a strong, commorrow, perhaps; if there is snob a manding hand laid upon her shoulder;
thing as to-morrow for me, when I only she turned, and flaw her husband, Mr.
hot roll and coffee, and said, genially, wish that to-day— just as it is now, I Derwent, who had been pacing up and
44 So, Nod, I am to go with you. But
mean— could last forever 1 To-morrow, down the hall in an unusual disturbance
only on one condition— that you will perhaps, you may speak of that ; not be- of mental equanimity, had also heard thti
promise not to run away with,me.”»'
fore, as you love me, Ned.”
angry voice, and •hastenedinto to \
Ned withdrew himself from Jus soul's , “ Then you are not hopeful ?” sighefl library. "
, }
! 11 »» }
preoccupationjust sufficiently to jerk Ned.
-rJ* My dear,” he said to his wife, “Ned
down a lost mouthful and say, with
“ Hopeful ? Ob, no, no ; so far from is authorizedto do so.”
rather confused gallantly,“I cannot hopeful! But, oh, Ned, hush!” He
“Authorized! By whom?” asked
promise for myself, Mrs. Derwent; but I felt, under the sleigh-robe,her little Mrs. Derwent.
will promise that no unappreciative ani- hand’s quick pressure of his. ‘‘Let us
“ Surely, sir,” interposed Mr. Hurd,
mal, no 4 untamed fiery steed'^ shall run just be happy this beautiful day, that “you do not mean to repudiate your
away with you.”
«rt«»i|qa seems to rub out everything that is wife’s responsibilityin this matter ? I
“Then come,” said she, gayly, "'for dark and gloomy with its white-gloved presumed that you were one— presumed
they are all going or gone. ; Why, Ned, hand. I love these blue and white win- so not only from the admirable harmony
you have eaten netliing. Won’t you ter days. Every one loves contrast, of your lives, but from the very nature
nave another cup of coffee? No? you know;, and, Ned, the colors of my of the case. I presume that your united
Well, we shall lunch sumptuously at life are not these light, gentle colors judgment has, of course
”
the 4 Blue. Globe;’ they have been two just now.”
“ What do you mean, sir?” said Mr.
weeks preparing for us. That will be
Derwent.
dejeunef for you. Where is Dolly ?”
That evening, when Dolly was dressed
“What do you mean, father dear?”
Ah, Dolly ! There she stood on the for thq German in her delicate gown of
asked Mrs. Derwent, recoveringherself,
door-step by the Side of Eustace Hurd, pink gauze and her wreath of* blushand pushing Dolly away, who had rushed
wrapped tight in her fur cloak, ready roses, two notes were brought to her
to her father and clung confidinglyto
for departure, and her sweet, warm face almost simultaneously; one on a silver
his arm. “ What is the meaning of this
—not hooded enough to hide its golden salver by Jacques, who was dismissed
ur happy contretemps, my love?”
halo — turned wistfully backward. immediately,and the other produced
“Simply this,” answered Mr. Der“Good-by, , mamma,” she cried; and with some perturbation from an apronwent. “A young man, a dear boy
then she saw Ned, and the sweet face pocket by Patty, who devoutly lingered. whom I have kndtai since he was a
changed— turned pale for the instant,
Dolly had just reached the landing of
baby, k worthy, true-hearted fellow, I
Ned thought, if such a thing could hap- the upper staircase, on her way down to
sincerely believe, the son of my college
pen that a rose-bud should turn pale. the drawing-room, when these messages chum and my friend of a life-time,came
She gave him just a look, scarcely a reached her, and she stood in the arch to me an hour ago, and pleaded his case
smile. He felt his heart’s wild beating of the stained-glass window — where Pat- like a rising young lawyer as he is, and
under her appealing look.
ty hastened to light the bracket-lamp—
a rousing warm-hearted youngster
and read them both. The first on lavSuch a morning as that morning was
pleaded his claims to be allowed to win
— one of those miracles of mornings ender-tinted• paper, with a monogram Dolly. That waq your expression,
when the white mantel of the snow tri-oolored,was from Eustace Hurd:
wasn’t it, Ned ?— to win Dolly ?”
makes the world like a new-born planet; Dear Mies Debwknt: At last I have the
“Yes, sir,” said Dolly’s lover, who
when nature shows herself in all her permlBBion of your mother to say to you a few stood apart, with his arms folded, his
words
that
I have long wished to say, and that
artistic renderings a sculptormore than
have only been BuppreBsed, in consideration head erect, and his fine eyes blazing
a painter, exclaiming,for the moment,
for your youth and inexperience,until thU like 44 live coals from the altar ’’—perously,
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hand upon his heart, looking about him,
and saying, beneath his breath, “ This
For the Ospreys of war
fa^iereJfkenTanfl giveh' ^tb me !
Are leaving their ucst .
glad no'cthei* fellow has it.' I belieVe I
In the Isles cf-lhe West, .
>
would knock down any oth^r fellow who
had ibis room, who dared to sleep in it,
Bring they famine or feast
or whb'dared to take a long look at It.
As they sail to the East ?
Dolly; toy darKng tingel ! I hardly date
Astronomer,what
Of this lurid red spot
to sleep in it myself, it is so sacred— I
Ou the face of the moon
suppose she fixes her hair there;” he
Will It pass away soon ?
glanced at <the blue end white toilet
Aiid I suppose she kbdela down and
TAKEN BY 8URPKISE.
says ‘her prayetsi boro;” he not only
glanced at but kissed the blue and white
A Pretty Little Love Story..
coverlet. .Dolly was Ned’s first loye,
';:}
p
rj'f.
“ It Seems good, after all— tow,’ don’t and he laflpfed hflr.) j‘,I don’t think I like the passionateangel of the palette,
hoar. Will you grauf me the indulgent favor
feliall sleep to-night, pr, tf I do, ’twill be
it, Patty ?— to have the house lighted up
44 Form is everything; the outline is the to come into the library for a moment before
agin,
mad? i deal of work to dream of her,' like x>ne who looks ou picture.”The sleet had polished the the
,
ij ' •>
Your
Eustace Hcnn.
and a considelrabm'fuBS. nhd trouble for life wheBtip'.w dying; for I know very snow, and the scene was not only molded
just a day.. But folks will have their well— arid surely to-night I have better against the horizon in bold and chiseled
The other note — on papa’s business
whims; abd 'it' isn’t often my folks is reason to know it than ever— my love is contour,but every dotail of foreground, paper— was from Ned Berton;
ayhimslHily-iio-X
doft’i oompkioy -and I hopeless— What is this? My card?” every stone and fence and leafless bush, "‘My Darling Angel : I have done exactly as
told me— at least iu regard to your father.
hfffl' caught the crested card set
and every aisle of perspective,every you
A thousand blessingson that inspiring little
ifiainM/lHo pin-cushion. He approached
farm-house and grove and over-branch- card, which I hive worn upon my heart all
andi^dd it 'without lifting it, recogniz- ing forest, was as if cut in crvstal or in day. Oh, Dolly ! but for your divine courage I
and I take pride in_ firin’ up for Miss ing his own handwriting. “Ah!” he marble, decisive and pure and delicately should have yieldedto despair.
Your father has given mo permission to adDolly; it’s Aer party, you know. And sigh^dj jTl remember the day 1 gave hewn in matchless marvel of curve and
dress you. Meet me one moment, dearest,beJacqmas tells me ati the young ladjes is that to Dolly, more than a year ago
tracery. A white new world.
fore thd dance in the library, just to let mo
to bring their own paidners. There’ll yes, for it was at Christmas time, and
To Ned Berton, with one thought in look at you and kiss your h&iid. I promise
be a Bleigh*ridetomorrow morning, now it is February. I slipped it into heart and brain and imagination, this not to say a word of that till to-morrow.
for they, do say there never was such her hand as she passed throngh the hall, wealth of beauty was as naught. And
Your
Ned.
sleighingas there be this year; and in at the Damois breakfast, with that de- Mrs. Derwent certainly had no expres44 Mies Dolly just turned white and
the evening the German. And what testable Edstace’Hurd.I saw her blush sion of admiration on her countenance red, like a 4-o’clock posy,” said Patty,
time is the supper to-night, Mrs. Dob- quickly before she took it. How well ,as she said, spasmodically, “This is describingthe scene afterward. 44 And
she knew I had something for her! I
• son ?”
. . • .really ’’—with an alarmed glance at the then when she thought I didn’t see, she
“Half-past 10,” replied the house- believe Dolly and I could make each horse’s ears— 44 the best — isn’t it, Ned?” kissed Mr. Ned’s note, and she said to
keeper; “ and here it is a quarter to 9, other understand anything without a —with a terrifiedgasp as the sleigh herself like,., But what can he moan
and the train dt\e at half -past. Well, word or whisper. *A word to the lurched and darted forward — “sleigh- about the card— the u^spirjng little card?
they’ll have a good supper; not but that wise,’ they say, 4 is sufficient;’a look is ing that wo ” — and an impetuousmove- I don’t understand this/ And then I said,
we conld have done without that French enough to the loyitog. And what eyes ment of her hand out of her muff — “we 4 Oh, Miss Dolly, do Send some answer
cook sent with Jacques, for I don’t hold she has ! Well, I must forget them; I have had”— and an uncontrollable quick to Mr. Ned, for he’s walking up
to French cookery, and never shall; it’s must learn to forget them. But not to- clutch at Ned’s arm — “in years.”
and down the piazza this freezing night
my idee that frogs and crokkitsand my- night— not to-night, DoHy/’
“Splendid!” said Ned, gloomily. without an overcoat. ’ And she says, 'Go
He took up the card and mechanically 44 Glorious !” said Ned, savagely. 44 Oh, tell him I will’ And I ran mighty quick
niece is del’teriousto Americans that
was brought mp on the Mayflower, and turned it over. * N. K", and a few lines how I wish," he thought, 44 that I could — for Mr. Ned may thank me that he did
baked beami, and good stiff pumpkin of handwriting. He paused at “ N. B. ” get hold of Eustace Hurd’s coat collar ! not catch his death of cold — and told
pie. And they’ll have an appetite for it, “Her writing, and my initials,as she He would be tossed into that snow-bank him what she said, and he cried out,
ridin’ across the cold hills throngh the names me— Ned, Ned Berton. It must before he knew it; how does he dare to 4 Bless you, Patty ! you are a good girl,
JUivin’ Wind ..in. that great, straw-ride be for me. She knows that I am here. bend his head so close to Dolly? There
Patty.’ And ho gave me— but I didn’t
sledge of Gaffer’s—the only thing What else, then, could the card— my now they have turned the corner; they do it for that. And my ^m’t he a hearty
* N. B.*— to any
that could be pitched upon to bold card— be hbe for
young gentleman ? and jnst the one for
will be out of sight” “ Whoa, Charlie
aurteen-; there’s sixteen comitf, ;all other eyes, and, in case 6! accident, hi, Charlie !” to the horse, which ex- Miss Dolly !”
simply nota bene'; butfco mb— ah, I will hibited decided signs of uneasiness, detohb i ^ X
, tC Mr «
<* .’m
44 What can he mean about the card?”
“Dear me!” said Patty. “And I note' well,' toy' artgel b - <N. B.— Ask veloping presentlyinto vicious restive- thought Dolly again, as, so absorbed in
wonder Who Miss DoUjtfr.phrdner is? mamma to-night, and if she says no, ask ness, the unruly beast now leaping fran- Ned’s surprisingnote that she quite forIf it’s" that pretty, ciirly-headed Mr. PUDa; and if he says no, make him say tically onward, now shying at a shadow, got the other, she went musingly down
Ned Berton, I don’t' blame her for yes. To-night, without delay. Feb. 10.’ and now with uprearing hind legs be- stairs.
“ ‘Feb. 10.’— that’s to-morrow. ‘Ask spatteringthe occupants of the sleigh
goin’ agin Mrs. Derwent a little. Now
For in fact the card was a simple
what does make Mrs. Derwent hate mamma.’ Oh, Dolly^ can you 'mean with bits of ice and snow-dust Mrs. memorandum made a year ago. But not
Mr. Ned — and she do hate him in dead it? Your command is law; but Mrs. Derwent nearly fainted, and then "came until months after the present pregnant
Derwent will say no. That is a fore- to;” and Ned Berton nearly swore, as February 10, to which it proved such an
earnest”
“ I can tell you,” said Mrs. Dobson; gone conclusion, since I have no prospects toe sleigh in front exasperated him with exciting precipitator,did Ned Berton
“ ’tis because she has got another hus- —no immediate/prospects at least— and its silhouette of a tender couple, and know that toe writing had been made
band in her eye for Miss Dolly. Bat, if here’s Eostace Hurd worth half a million. then recovered himself with a considera- upon the white surface, oblivious of the
rshe;.haB, what bizness is’t of mine? There’s no hope for me there. ‘ Then tion of pity for his really suffering com- other side of toe crested card, by his imWhat bizness is’t of your’s, Patty? ask papa ; and if he says no, make him panion, and with— faith in Dolly.
pulsive little lady-love one day when,
You ought to know better than be med- say yes.’ Can I make him ? What shall
So they proceeded, having some inter- with her most intimate girl-friend as
dling with the affairs of your betters— a I say to make him ? What arguments vals of smooth going and conversation witness, and with her own written terms
can I bring to bear upon this intelligent, between long spells of harassing irregu- to servo for solemnity, like a sworn sigyoung thing like you.”
Whereupon the gossips parted, Mrs. kindly, but thorough 4 man of the world,’ larity in the conduct of the horse, and of nature, she determined to ask her mothDobson to go flown stairs and watch the in this age of high living, when senti- stinging jealousy to Ned, and of un- er, and, in case of denial there, to coax
salad-dressing—ih which even to her ment rates at so little and money rates at feigned terror on the part of Mrs. Der- her indulgent father, for “a black silk
satisfactionthe French cook played the so much, to show myself, a young law- went, until, after a distressingsleigh- gown with train, and trimmed with Chanprescribed third part of “a madman to yer with an income of barely three ride of two hours, they came to the tilly, like Miss Austen’s”— a style of cosstir it up”— and Patty to go up stairs thousand a year, a just rival, ia a claim
“Blue Globe;” and Mrs. Derwent, im- tume already pronounced “ too old ” for
for a last look at Miss Dolly’s roomf for the hand of Dolly Derwent, of Eus- mediately after alighting, rushed to a school -girl. Could it be possiblethat
which was all in order, and “ like a tace Hurd, worth half a million ? Wha^ Dolly and said, “My dear, I cannot fate in caprice destined this girlish de'baby Loose,” so Patty thought, “ for argumentscan I use ? Or, in default of possibly go back with him. My nerves mand to be answered not by “a black
argument, how shall I express myself to will be shattered. You will have to, for silk,” but by a pearl-white weddingcunnin’ thmga.'”
A real girl’s room it was, though Dol- reach his heart?— for I suppose that you are not afraid of anything, my dar- gown ? Time alone could tell.
ly was a young lady grown, 18 her last under all his jovial worldliness he has a ling. I will go home with Eustace
Flushed and radiant, and with but
birthday, and “out”, this winter. As heart. Let me think.”
Hurd; you must go with Ned. Only ”— one thought in her heart, Dolly glided
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said, angrily,

upon the rights
of hospitalityso for as to annoy my
“

,

omfilfcW-WMWtoff; In

As they sail to the Eaat ?

There is blood on the moon
Will It pass away soon ?

hair fluffliog up around
falling in glittering

and

streams] updn Ijeri f ur-Jined cloa(o' that

And a warming afar
To the gates of the Cur.
Oh 1 come they in peace
To the Islandsof Greece ?
Bring they famine or feast

-:U

young people just

flew to their rooms to drop their wraps.

BY GOT H. AVERT.
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And he thought. Alone there in
Patty flitted around the room, feather
and lingered fondly at Dolly’s room, with the light lowered to
the “duchesse,” as Mrs. Derwent called a spark, sitting in the arm-ohajr, with
the lace-draped toilette whose mirror his head leaning upon bis hand and his
was bestuek with Icards and pbdto- eyes downcast, be thought. The wind
graphs, a card dropped from somewhere that had arisen with the sunset died
and lighted upon therWne pin
_______ down; its wild sobbing across the hills
i-cuahion.
Patty lifted it> somewhat troubled,for ^nd in the tree-tops ceased; rain fell,
she had been ordered not to touch the then a sharp, line sleet beat against tne
mirror, and she knew by one transgres- window.-panes; that Job ceased. The
sion of that order that if the array came little porcelain clock upon the mantel
tumbling down like a card house there struck half-papt 4, and still Ned Berwas no putting it up again to cheat Miss ton thought. At last dim daylight glimmered on the walls, and then, wearied to
Dolly.
She looked at the memento ruefully. the sonl, he flung himself upon the sofa
It was a large card, with a gray crest in and fell asleep.
Some one awoke him late. He was
the comer and a few written lines. She
turned it over. On that side, too, there the last one at the breakfast-table, and
was writing, but in different-coloredthe sleighs— eight dashing large cutters,
vnkj Enfl .much finer. Patty could not with “just room for two —were at the
read handwriting,but she said to her- door. The eighth had been procured
self, “ This bird is Miss. Dolly’s ; shall with some difficulty; but this Ned BerI try to put it back in the mirror, and ton
know; politeness would
perhaps push down the others, or per- not inform him that he was the odd one
haps put |t in the w»ong p^ce,:so Miss of the party, the seventeenth,who had
Dolly will know I have been tonching not been provided for, having been initf No ; I’ll just stand it up, this way, vited by Mr. Derwent on the supposiwith i^e crest side outward, right in tion that “ of course Ned wafl included”
front’d! the pin-cushion,arid Bhe’ll see a puppQsirioq yhich Mr. D. learned emphatically, afterward, had not been
it and know irs her’n.”
Then Patty took her last look at the founded upon fact.

•duster in hand,

^ not

<

pet H>om, and tamed down the lights,
and shut the door, and went, with less
enthusiasm,throngh the other gnestciiambers: And before long the great
sledge, with its six horses and its hundred bells and its merry people, came
rnshing and jingling and singing and
shouting np to the door. And supper

Mrs. Derwent however, not to be remiss as hostess, made the best of an embarrassingblander, and, in spite of her
plan that only the young people, seven
couples, should enjoy the sleighing, and,
in spite of her antipathy to that diveraion, and her unconquerable fear of
horses, which even the sober grays of

with sudden caution— “.you must promise that you will not speak a word or
let him speak a word, beyond commonplace.”
And Dolly, only too glad on any terms
to return with her dear lover, promised
faithfully;whereupon Mrs. Derwent’s
terror subsided. The young people had
a dance in the rustic ball-room of the
“Blue Globe,” and then lunoh; and by
4 o’clock the sleighs were ordered for
home, and Mrs. Derwent went with

down

the stairs and entered the library.

But she recoiled with

astonishment

when Mr. Hurd, alert with expectation,

stepped briskly forward, and, liftingher
to his lips, kissed the finger-tips
devptionally.
Ned Berton,' at this instant entering
the door behind Dolly, saw the complacent face of his rival, and his assurance in the little act of gallantry.
Springing forward, he laid his hand authoritatively and possessively upon
Eustace
And Dolly— silent, Dolly’s shoulder. Mr. Hurd drew himblissful Dolly— was tucked rapturously self erect, and his inquiringstare
into the cutter with Ned. Off and away changed to undisguised animosity as he
encountered Ned’s blazing eyes.
again!
The afternoonwas superb. Even ‘ “What does this mean, sir?” he deNed, who had been blind all the morn- manded.
ing, appreciated toe beauty now. The
44 It means that Miss Derwent came
sun shone as it never shone before; the here to see me,” said Ned.
sky was like a sapphire; the icicles
“You are mistaken, sir,” answered
melted and dropped in a million dia- Eustace Hurd, haughtily. “ Miss Dermonds; the shadows of the fir-trees on went came here in response to my solicthe burnished snow were bine as the itation.”
blue of the Grotta Azzurro. The little
The men’s voices were loud and
snow-birdshopped tamely by the road- angry. Mrs. DerWent, who in an adside, and chirped musically. And. the joining room awaited with fluttering
horse— going home— was as gentle as a anxiety the result of toe interviewwhich
lamb; Ned was able to drive him with she believed wonld consummatethe
one hand, and so find place for the “ brilliantmatch” long held in contemother hand under the sleigh-robedose plation, and for which she had used all

hand

Hurd.

'

to Dolly’s.

*

Faithful to her promise to keep the
talk perfectly oommonplooe^ whenever
Ned approached any topic deeply interesting. Dolly interposed with a light
remark or laughing jest, until at last
Ned became desperate,and cried, “ Oh,
Dolly, will yon not listen to a word that

So poor little Dolly,
shrinking and trembling, and venturing
but one glance, thought to her heart’s
core— thought that moment and forfectly majestic.

ever.

“Very

well, then,” continued Mr.
1 gave my consent to Ned to
go in and win her.”
“ And I— I—” faltered Mrs. Derwent.
“This is exceedingly strange,exceedingly unfortunate.I have just given
my consent to Mr. Hurd, whom I esteem
so highly— whom we both esteem so
highly — to address my daughter.”
Some comical side of the affair must

Derwent,

44

have touched Mr. Derwent, for he
laughed at this; not his bright, wholesouled laugh exactly, but just a laugh
to clear his throat sufficiently to say,
kindly:
44 Ah,

well

!

So I perceive we are all

trouble. Dolly, my dear, I don't see
how anyone but your own self can get
us out of this trouble. Here are two
in

gentlemen, both exceedingly estimable,
one already approved by your mother,
and one — one somewhat rather leniently
regarded. The truth is, Dolly, I court 4
ed your mother when I was hardly more
than a boy— a penniless boy, too — and I
have never repented of my rashness; it
has been my happiness and my fortune
—yes, my fortune, young men! Two
suitors,Dolly; one, I say, rather lenientlv— for sympathy perhaps, or for
4 auld long syne’ maybe, for his father
was my college chum— rather leniently
regarded by your father. Both lovers
of yours, my child; and I don’t wonder
at that, little Doll; both honorably offering you heart and hand. I see nothing
now to be done except that you should
choose between them.”
Then everyone in too room— Eustace
Hurd, Mrs. Derwent, Mr. Derwent and
Ned— majesticNed— looked straight at
Dolly.
Dolly, having been pushed away from
her father’s sustainingarm by her
mother, had dropped, wretched and half
fainting, upon the sofa. But she arose
now, and stood for a moment with her
little hands clasped against her girlish
bosom— beating, indeed, now with a
womanish impetuosity— and her little
feet misgiving her, so that she felt herself tottering, and her face paling, paling, and her eyes downcast. And then
suddenly, with a flash to cheek and lip
of vital carmine, and a thrill to her finger-tips, so strong that it extended her
hands cordially, and an instinct of faith
tliat nerved her to composure and dignity and queenliness,sof ar ns it was
possible for an angel-like, child-like
creature like Dolly to show queenliness,
she advanced a step or two, and raised
her eyes, and said, with a charming
directness,in voice low- toned but so
penetrating with the intensity of a
youthful fife-timeand the earnestness
of an eternal promise that It haunted
evermore those who heal'd it, 44 Ned—
you have taken me— by surprise.”—
•

Harper's Weekly.
Progress in Hard Times.
Notwithstanding thetimes,itisdoubtever made greater or
more rapid progress in substantial
wealth than during the past seven years.
From a comparison of the statistics pi
the census of 1870 with those furnished
by the Bureau of Agriculturefor 1877,
it appears that there were 31,000,000
more acres of land under cultivation
last year then in 1870, an increase of 34
per cent. The percentage of increase in
toe number of bnshels of com produced
was 221
wheat, 52 ; of rye, 42 ; of
barley, 35; in tons of hay, 34; and
in pounds of tobacco,91 per cent. The
increase reported in live stock over the
aggregate of 1870 was, horses, 44 per
pent; mules, 45; cows, 26; oxen and
other cattle, 29 ; sheep, 25J ; swine, 28
per cent The aggregate increase in toe
number of live animals amounted to
about 25,000,000 head. The excess of
the grain crop of 1877 over that of 1870
was nearly 550,000,000 bushels. Our
exports for the year ending June 30,
ful if the country

5
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her motherly influence to inspire Dolly
with a sense of its advantages, oonld not
possibly restrain her impatience and
her indignant concern at this violent
interruption.She came into the library,
and caught Dolly’s hand to withdraw 1877, exclusive of gold and silver,
her from the hold of her youthful amounted to $632, 980, 080. — Scientific
lover.

1

American.

BftOKMiNH DKUNKUtUS.
A

Succr

1

Experiment in Philadelphia,
tha PMIadelpbiaPi'eia.]

Some
tlemen

years ago a number of genthis city, prominentin relievolent and philanthropic
gious,
ted themselves togetherin
works, i
rise. The results of their
a new e!
Jibors <
seen in the Franklin Home.
-4ot all f these gentlemen had been
what ifl tally termed “ drinkSug men;”
but thos’who had not suffered from intemperaiA directly had witnessed the results am«g their own family or friends,
and had ventually been called together
in a qniC informal way to discuss the
questionj^ls intemperance a disease?
If so, b it incurable?” They were
divided In opinion, but they were unanimous iuone tiling— that liquor drinking
wae evJ, Wd that if there Was any way
to check it or to save its victims,it
should be tried without delay. And so

the house Xo. 911 Locust

some special desrroyiug vice or crime;
that, as Rome was rumed by slavery,
Greece by luxury, Venice by pride, the
Papal power by ambition, and others,
as he followed the catalogue, so England
is doomed to destruction by the spreading and blighting corse of intemperance, unless the moral sense of the nation awaken to the peril and arrest the
evil
“The preacher, with that boldness
and earnestness for which he has become distinguished,arrayed once more,
and with scathing commentary,the familiar but frightful facts that sustain
his judgment One hundred and fifty
miltions sterlingspent in this way by
the people, of which £37,000,000 come
from the working glasses, and the result is 600,000 drunkards, besides that
equallv brutalizing intemperance pervad-

ing

all classes, and

hidden 'billy by so-

cial decencies.”

was
houses

street

The. Umbrella Trick.
An umbrella trick has been introduced
adjoining, Mid the work began. Six
by London thieves. The operator enyears have now passed since the first ters a jeweler’s store with an umbrella
inmate was admitted to the Home, and
in his hand, having polled down the silk
the result has demonstrated that what
covering, without securelyfastening it,
rented, and subsequentlythe two

was

at

experiment, has clearly
right to be regarded as a
permanently successful institution. Bat,
notwithstandingthe fact that the Franklin Reformatory Home for Inebriates has
now been in existencenearly six years,
there are comparativelyfew in Pniladelphia who recognize the great and good
work accomplished by it and the manner
in which this work is done. Adjoining
the office, and running back to the extreme end of the house, is a commodious
and handsome chapel, capable of seating
300 persons, and this is invariably
crowded to excess, whether the occasion
be the religions services on Sunday or
the meetings held on every Tuesday and
Thursday evening. A splendid library
and reading-room, the lormer having,
perhaps, a couple of thousand volumes
of standard works of fiction, history,
travel and biography, and the latter a
full list of the leading daily and weekly
papers and periodicals,occupy the
ground floor of the house adjoining

earned

fifet an

thfe

so that its folds hang around the handle

A Kusrian Tragedy.
The Court of Assizes in Valoh, Russia,
had the case presented of a boy of 9
years, who had murdered his mother.
The latter, since the recent death of her
hnsband, had permitted Ijeiself an intimacy Tilth a Government functionary
which her son became aware of, and by
which he was deeply mortified. He

-

which will fall into
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A DAY to Acenta
v^ior.

GRACE'S SALVE.

OIOS

JONF.BVtu.r, Mich.. Dec. 27, WT. -Jf-wtr*. fUtrlm: I
you 5(1 eta. fujf two boxe* of (inee'l Halve. I have
had two and have used them on an ulc«rbn my foot, and
it is almoai Well. Respectfully
ypura, (j. J. Van Nus.
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bargains. Bkattt.Washington
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VOUNC MEMrftimg?
month. Small salary while learning.Situationfur-

nUhed.AddreagR.Vnlentln*>.Man»ger,Janeivillc,WU.

Price 120 cents a box at all dnicfiaU, or tent by mall
receipt of 33 centa. Prepared by SKTII XV.
further on
FOXVLK & NONM, 80 HarrisonAre., Boa ton, .Mass. "a0, “PURE LUBRICATING CASTOR OIL
I Is
a tbe
the bast
beat article known for
for Reapere,' Mowers. Threshlistening told him to meddle with matQarrlageAxlea. do.
at an Oil for Harnaaa.
era, Carrlaue
Ao.;; also
ail
ters that concernedhis age. The boy
0 If Jim
l) A f
l>rA,k *onr
« rocer for H.
resolved on her death, and dug a grave
for her. One night he entered her room
with a hatchet,and, after contemplating Awarded A^Artf prfaa at CentennialEnotitlon foi
are! nctllenci
that
. . qualuim
. ---------- -- —a*A
— lifting
- -ing charthe sleeping woman, and praying for /I/.# dtrxl,y
Oder cf nrt«ttM„gan A JlatoHng.n»a best tobacco
n- tonka*
her, fell asleep himself. His mother aver roa»-.\As our blue strip trade-murkIs closet
! o r hferlor goods, ate that J>reW« Beat fa
found him in the morning with the imitate
on every ii- boll by si) dealers.Send lor sample,
hatchet by his side. She questioned him free, to.t. A. Jacxson A Co.. Mfrs.. Petersburg. Va:
with alarm regarding the hatchet He
THE 0RIGIMAL& ONLY BENUINE
gave a satisfactory excuse, and renewed
“Vibrator” Threshers,
his supplicationsfor a cessation of her
with mraovxo
bod conduct She told him to hold his
POWERS,
tongue. On the night followinghe killed
And Steam Thrciher Engines,
FORTY Jlfl.UON bushels
her, as she slept, with a single blow of
Made only by
the hatchet, and dragged her to the grave
he had prepared. A search was made Dollar*. Till 11TY-F1 VF. M IM.lfoTnlh*
NICHOLS,
$0,,
by the police, and the freshly stirred ot Oats, Com. Rye. Bariev. Buckwheatand Potatoes,
BATTLE
CREEK,
MICE.
worth over Twenty .llllllonDollnm. Four boaearth with which the boy had tilled the dred and Five PI. Of III.Nil MILI.N. Fifteenhnm
cavity excited suspicion. The body was tired and eleven Run ]lnnJnft4 ®f Stone. The
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HAW|

Kw*
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Token

<VIBRAT0*v5;

MOUNTED HORSE

SHEPARD &

and form an open-mouthed net Into
the bag thus opened it is not difficult to found, and
jerk a ring or two. or even a larger article,

d

F.

GreatestMilling Coun

the boy was arrested.

I III I I try in the World.
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Pineapples.

without the

K

The beat Water Power* 1
|n the United
.Mates. One llundrrd nnri twenty tlioii«anU
llorne Power at St. AnthonyFallsalone. FIVE
UU.MfltEO >111. LION FKLT of lumber tawed.

shopman misses
A large portion of the area of the Ba- GHtinritUAU fiTCkoit* HUKAT LAMM.
the treasure thus abstracted, he will run
hama islands is devoted to the cultivaImmense Immigrationin Dnp
after his customer, and, as a matter of
tion of pineapples.As many as 1,500,slightest

sound.

If the

course, the other will protest innooenoe.

A search will ensue, at the. end of which
the owner of the umbrella will be struck
by a bright thought, and will himself
bring to light the desired object, apologizing in the blandest wav, and making
merry over a joke which has so nearly,
as he says, assumed a serious character.

American Organs at the Paris Exhibition.— Every American visiting onr

000 of the fru»t have been collected from
a single acre at one crop. The pineapples of

New

Providence are superior to
any other variety, and often attain an
enormoua size. One, grown in Pembrokeshire, weighing 1(H pounds, and
measuring 10J inches in height, exclusive of the stalk and crown, and 22 inches
m circumference, was served up at the
coronation banquet of George IV., and
since then the improved modes of cultivation have greatly increased the size
and quality of the fruit. Tnere.is an
enormous demand for the Bahama pineapples both in Europe and America, and
a new industry has lately sprung up in
the island m preserving the iruit in tins.
One factory in Nassau alone e> ports annually 1,000,000tins, valued at S80.000.

Section will conceive a legitimatepride
at the well-merited praise which he will
hear from the great European musical
critics who constantly swarm around
Messrs. Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs, and openly acknowledgethat noththat
which the chapel is ing in Europe can be compared with
situated. The upper stories are the Exhaust Bellows and Separate Vidivided into finely furnished suites of brators pecuhar to American Organs,
rooms and single apartments, which as especiallyperfected in the Mason k
are as neat and commodious as Hamlin instruments. —Pari h (France) Brown’r RnoNcniAL TnocHtH,for oouKliaand ooldi
THE Mlllrr ami Mlhrright. The beat niUllnKpaper
other first-class hotel. Register,June 1, 1878.
I Satnp.ecopy free. Simpson A Gault. Cincinnati,
O.
Inmates of the Home have an abundThe order formerly issued authorizing
ance of excellent food, are free to go
•ra
..4 ak**. im.H
lIUM. h wock.ld. marlf MW MU. N»
and come, and are only expected to con- military pursuits into Mexico of cattleiM.l-JarTUlW.kln,
mWI, ink.nl
nml.
form to such regulationsas govern any thieves will be more rigorouslyenforced,
FiUum,lu. AllKuauuMiaa.
well-regulatedhome. That tbe experi- irrespective of the Mexican protests, on flVTjT
— Tno en-iicn't In the world— Importer?
prices—Unseat Company In America—
ment has been a success is abundantly the ground that Mexico, by herself pre- taple article— please*
everybody— Trade continuallyinproved by its results. Of the 888 in- venting the invasions, can obviate an in- rniafling— A«enU wanted everywhere— best inducements— don’t waste time— send for Circularto
mates during the past six years, 425 vasion of her spil by our troops.
ROB’T WELLS, 43 Veaty St.N. Y., P. O. Box 1287.
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Grain, Wat or Dry, Long or Short, Headed or Bound.
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ceesi
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Botanic Medicine Co.,

Y

Buffalo, N.
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.
v v plegee any j oo taw that odvrrtiacmoQ
In thin |uenc*

have been thoroughlyreformed. The
average stay in the Home is ajout nine
and one-thirdweeks. In order to show
what a class of confirmed inebriatesare
dealt with in this institution, it may be
stated that sixteen years and six months
recorded as the average time of drink-

S js

ifing for each inmate. The results attained in the treatment of periodical
drinkers naturally compare more favorably than with those classed as “ constant.” Of the former 213 have been
reformed in five years, and 136 of the
latter. The full and interestingstatistics kept by the Home fqrnish food for
thought as to the hereditary effects of
drunkenness.Of 425 inmates, it is
found that in 344 cases neither parent
drank to excess. In only five instances
both parents are classifiedas “constant
drinkers,” and ot the total number
seventy-two fathers are so recorded. In
the whole list it is found that only two
mothers are recorded as “ having drank
to excess.” The extent of the good
work done by this noble institution may
be imagined, when it is stated that since
its organization80,786 free meals have
been given to its inmates who were unable to pay, while those of the pay io*.
mates amounted to 123,691. ’The total
number of meals in six years was 266,544. In concluding these statistics the
followingtable of me professionsof the
inmates will be fonnd of interest, as
showing the classes whose representatives are redeemed and restored to society by this influence: Artists, 8;
book-keepers, 49; bricklayers,17; bankers, 2; carpenters, 30J clerks, 60;
clergymen,5; druggists,11; editors, 4;
engmeers, 10; engravers, 5; . judge, 1;
lawyers, 12; merchants, 44; manufacturers, 9; machinists, 6; printers,31;
professors, 9; physicians,15; reporters,
5; salesmen, 20, with representativesof
97. other occupations.

Drunkenness In England,

A London letter to the
Churchman says:

Hartford

Bat there is a deadlier foe ti> British
interests (nan the most fiery Turkophil,
would representRussian policy to be
a foe much nearer home and without a
power to disguiseits assaults upoq the
very, existence of the nation. ; 1 mean
the demon of drunkenness. My language is hot too strong, for it is no
stronger than that whick the beet men
of the countfy feel it how theiniluty, to
use upon ‘the subject. kaft^umUy
Canon Farrar delivered the annual Eer‘

‘

—

mon in Westminster Abbey upon

’this

startl ng facts were developed, that the
blush oi shame and sentiment of pro*
foundest concern must have visited every
English man and woman within hearing,
especially as the Crown Prince and
IrPrinoess of Germany were among the•

worshipers. Solemnly putting from
him every form and phrase of exaggera-

f;

a
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free.
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ty imposed by the place and the subject,

Canon Farrar declared alcoholic drinking and drunkenness to be the one glaring, disgraceful and perilous national
vice, by which the nation stands unenviably distinguished and as serioosfy
endangered. He pointed this declaration by showing how history discloses
in every empire and people that has
fallen into decay and ruin in the past,

PUBLISHER OF THE SUN,
NEW TORE CITY.

re-
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NEW

Jarmetf’ Column.
The Cahhage Worm on

Way

Its

West.

G.

-

Mr. H. W. Comfort writes t«> the Tribune from Hillsdalo Co., Mich.

The cabbage worm made
ance here

peal
its

last

name, but

season.

Is a littlegreen fellow

it

very destructive.How shall we Western
people protect our cabbage?

The

pest complained of is without

doubt the imported cabbage worm (Pieris
rapro),

a very

Come and

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.
Etc., Etc.

&

Feed.

Warehouse &

no

and the

—

G.VAN PUTTEN

Various means for the destruction of the

Holland, April

and the chrysalids destroyed.

much
is

in

intervals,

A remedy

a

cabbage

leaf,

and lay

-

over the cabbage at night, when the
will collect under it, and can be
killed in the morning, Much good can

New

-

OF

Will be found a laree asiortmentof new goods
at

NEW

PRICES,

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

FOR SALE.

.

in the early part of the season, before the

Corn Planters, Rakes, Hoes,

females have deposited their eggs for the

Alio a complete stock of

brood, by capturing the

The

only

Wanted.

A

form, though

frame or hoop secured

to a

a stout wire

four feet long, will be found

convenient.The

15,

1877.

Missouri correspondentcomplains
after eating red

Under

this

head we

mouth so as to keep the
jaws apart. This method is usually sucstraw rope in the

New Tannery of

HUMMEL

F.

of

and favoring the belchingof gas from

A

billet

fresh Eggs and also a quantity

By virtue of an execution,issued ont of and
under the seal of said Court, tested on the 13th
day ol May, 1878, and fonuded upon a decree entered in said cause on the 4th day of April, 1878.
which executionis to me directed and delivered,
a(...
--' --- --------- *

J.

HUMMEL
1878.
iPHCEisrrx

& CO.,

Holland, May 15,

14tf

Mill.

“

“

may

vantageouslyreplace the straw rope,

from each end,

ad-

children’s suits, all wool $4 to

$10. Also a

hrrehy

DYSPEPSIA,
And

ten o’clock In the forenoon.

A

Shei\ff of Ottawa County, Michigan
Defendant's Solicitors.15-7w
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Anoil & Socle,

Mortgage

AND BLINDS,

Or anything In our line, manufactured on abort
notice.

;

h.

w.

EATS

yerbeek &

co.

and CAPS.

We

have just received from

CO.

161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mioh.

New York,

HATS AND CAPS,
for sale at a bargain, at

the

Sold by ail Druggists.

fir-

Cheap Cash Store of

mentation in the stomach to proceed un-

not easily earned in these times, but
checked, when it can easily be put a stop
it can be made in three months bv any
one of either sox. in any part of the
to by giving one ounce of oil of turpentine
E. J.
All kinds of Ready Made Shirts— in- W/l I l countrywho is willingto work steadilv
in a pint of linseed oil. An ounce of tar,
at the employment that we furnish. $36 per week
in your own town. You need not be away from
or of chloride of lime, will usually serve a cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
home over night. You can give your whole time
similar purpose. The treatmentby a gag $1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Hickory and to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $10 ner day.
is even belter adapted to cases of choking Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest All who engage at once can make money
mey fa
fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
than to simple bloating. In both cases
—
and
rapidly
at
any
other
business.
It
co><ts
noth
lot of neckties and collars, includingthe
alike if distension of the paunch is extreme
Inc to try the business. Term- and $5 ontfltfree.
Address’ at once, H. Hallbtt & Co., Portland,
relief should be sought on the instant by
7U , J
.. 33- ly
plunging a pocket-knifeinto the left flank
I would respectfullycall the attention of the pubat a point midway between the last rib wilh a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., loo
lic that I have on hand a large stock of
The nndersig&cd announces to the Public that
and the hip-bone,and eight or ten inches numerous to mention, at the
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
Stoves,
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
down from the back-bone.
cannula
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
is

HARRINGTON.

default has been made in the ccnV
ditlons of a certain mortgage, made and executed on the sixth day of November, 1872, by Eli
Argerslngerand MelissaArgerslogcr, his wife, of
the township of Blendon, County of Ottawa,and
State of Michigan,to Stephen L Lowing of said
county and state, which mortgagewas on the 26th
day of September,1873, recorded In the office of
the Register of Deeds for the Connty < f Ottawa, lu
Liber V of mortgages,on page 180, apd whereas
there is now due and unpaid upon said mortgage
by reason of the breach of the covenants therein contained, and as provided therein, thesnmof two
hundred and flftv dollars,also an attorneyfee ot
fifty dollars,provided for in said mqjtgage as often
as any proceedingsshonld be taken to torecloee
tbesame; and nosuitorproceeding having been instituted either at law or in equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore,notice Is hereby
given, that by virtneofthe power of sale in said
mortgage contained,and ot the statutein such
case made and provided, on Tun flay the

v

day

A

and trocher is a better instrument, but
Cheap Cash Store of
every instant is most precious, and a
E. J. Harrington.
pocketknife may be used with perfect
safety. The bloating can only be pre1 can make money fasterat work for us than at
vented by keeping the stock from the 11 anything else. Capital not required;we will
atart yon. $18 per day at home made by the
clover when wet, or when just dry after a Industrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
everywhere to work for us. Now is the time.

Hardware,

Agricultural
Implements,
Etc., Etc.

1

shower

or

heavy

dew.

If put

out hungry,

cattle will usually overload the

paunch

Coetly outfit and terms free. Address Truk & Co.,

Augusta, Maine.

with clover, bringingon indigestionand
swelling. Hence they should be fed be-

fore being

first turned

on

Fine Building Site For Sale.

clover; they

FIRST WARD.

'

Which

I

will sell

umii m

u»,

Price In sealed envelope, only six cent*.

14,

ccdly.

VAN ZOEREN.

&T

1876.

This Lecture should be in the hands af

every youth and every

Store,

VAN LANDEGEND.
1878.

ll-4w

iemi:

W. BUTKAU,

J.

Holland, July

J.
Holland, April 27,

n»

Just published,anew edition of
OS. CULvXSWSLL'SCIL182ATX0IS8A7 on the radical cure (without medicine) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal
Weaknesa,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Pits inducedby self-indulgence or aexnal
extravagance.Ac.

The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years' successfnl practice, that the alarming conseqnences of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe danall those who wish to favor them with part of theli gerous use of internal medicineor the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of core at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
eve^ sufferer, no matter what his condition may
Son’s Hardware Store.
be, may cure himselfcheaply, privately andradt-

cheaper than ever before at the

Hardware
— OF —

at

scribed in said mortgage, to lalisfyiald'debt.atUrney fee, and costs and expeasesof sale of said
premises, being described as follows, to-wlt: All
that certain piece or parcriofland situate and
being in the township of Blendon m the county
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
described, as follows,to wit: Thu north-east quarter t^) of the north-eastquarter (V)of sec'lon
twenty-three (23) Town six (tt) north of range tourteen (14) west, containingforty acres, be the same
more or less.
Dated, Grand Haven, May 3rd, 18T8.
STEPHEN L. LOWING. Mortgagee.
Lowing A Cnoss, Attorneys for Mortgagee.

IN THE-

Maine

of

Aagaat, 1878*

the froLt door of
the Court House, In the city of Grand Haven, in
said Ottawa county, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
of said day, the undersignedwill sell at public
auction,to the highest bidder, the premises de-

MEAT MARKET

Sultan Linen Collar

Sale.

fXTHEREAS

15th

Chemiat* & Drnggiats,

worn for hours until the danger is past.

week *n y»ur own town. $5 ontflt free.
r,sk- Header,If you want a business
at which persons ol cithersex can make
8

STEAM

DRYING OF LUMBER

DOORS, SASH

Grand Haven, Mav 22nd. 1878.
JOUS VEHPLANKE.

great pay all the time they work, write for particulars to If. Hallxtt & Co., Portland, Maine.

a splendidstock of the latest styles of

JOHNSTON &

W.

Cheap Cash Store of
Harrington.

that I shall expose said lands lor sale

$00

SPECIALITY.

Purifying the Blood.

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies. -

car-

leave the

for

Preparedonly by

E. J.

men.

QDD

This preparationis compoundedwith
great cure, Irom the best selected

Jackets, at the

may

--

public vendue to the highestbidder to satisfy
the amount due on said execution, Including costs
and collection fees, at the front door of the Court
House In the City of Grand Haven, In said County,
on the thirteenth day of July, 1878, at
Dated,

WE SMALL MAKE A

large stock of Overall's and

ried up and tied behind the horns, and

however, not to

WE

AND

LIVER COMPLAINT

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow
(fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.

1

to the followingdescribedlands situated in said
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quarter of
north-west quarter of section twenty four in
town eight north, range fifteenwest. A’o/fce is

confident we can satisfy all whe

acknowledged to be the best and moat
reliablepreparation now prepared fur

of wood two and a

half or three inches in diameter

be tied in by a cord

vs.

Susan Thompson,
Dtfendat

& GO.,

Planing

OF MICHIGAN: The

Ellis Thompson,
Com] Hainan t.

offered before in this city.

and Boya and

preventing the swallowing of saliva

It is well,

the

Ut

1878.

ClrcnitCourt for
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.

O

JDRjIT KILlsT

goods cheaper and better ihun ever was

cessful,the separation of the jaws at once

paunch.

W A-lsTTED.

15.,

,

RElESBMA.

8.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

offer a variety of

Gents’ suits (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

etc.

Holland, May

Planing, Matching,

Sarsaparilla

4-6m

Ready Made Clothing.

other correspondent advises tying a thick

air,

etc.,

QTATE

And we are

clover, especially if the forage is wet, an-

the

N. B. Call and see a most beautifulvariety of
Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, brackets

Of the Most Approved Patterns;

GIVE US A CALL.
Holland, April

cows become hoven

at the

While I thank the public for their patronagee of
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal anare
ot It for the future.

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

VANDERVEEN.

Sifts.

on hand.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

WE HAVE

worms.

Clover Sloat In Cattle.

that

hand

Cheap Cash Store of

respectfully solicit a share of your patronage.
Old metals taken In exchange.

J.

and Parlor

at

Is

A

wood, and Stove wood, Akron

much more

rapid flyers. Hot

Setts

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to

water may be used to advantage in destroyiug the

Bedroom

want

We

r

Retail.

everywhere. 4!My

F.

to get up a party
xjL to go to Virginia and settle on a large tract
of land owned by the advertiser,and to be divided
up Into villagelots with farms adjoining.These
lots and farms are divided into Sham at rote ralet,
so that working men, mechanics, incipient manufactures, <&c., can easily boy them. Also, parties
to sell shares. It pays betterthan any other agency
Apply
E. BAUDER, Fenton, Mich.

General Hardware,

butterflies are easily

as they are not

Tpd

Wall Paper at Wholesale

handle taper-

ing from an inch to three-quarters, and

caught,

Druggists

the diameter for the depth.

barrel hoop attachedto a broom-handle

is the simplest

*

aln

Coffins and Caskets always

of dove manure,

net of muslin, or mosquito netting about Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best manufacturers.
fifteen inches in diameter, and u little

more than twice

of

The Gray Medicine Co*

A large quantity

butterflies.

implement necessaryis a bag-

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM HE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

lug

cement, always on

to

Hay and Manure Forks.

After Taking.

have purchased lower than eve a

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

A RELIABLE Business Man

be accomplished by children,particularly

first

on

r'FIlE following describedLots In the City of
J. Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9. Block F, Lot 6, Block O, West Addition $175
each ; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South West
Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 & 6 in Block
25, as organized plat near the id. L. S. depot at
$385 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $300 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenne at$125each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots 0, 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14. in Block
E. Lots2, 4, Sand ) In Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

J.Vanderveen,

it

worms

SONS.

Hardware Store

vogue among Southern planters,

to break off

&

1878.

27,

At the

raised a couple of inches from the ground.

These should be examined at

0-~ A-— '

Uni-

I

cheaper than ever before.

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
C^-Sold In Hollandby Heber Walsh and by all

5-tf

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

tips of the wings are blackish.

worms have been devised. At this time
the chrysalis may be destroyedby alluring the worms under pieces of boards or
shingle, placed between the rows, and
supported by other pieces, so as to be

Office

PRICES ARE LOW.

but one),

ofb memory,

Which
will sell

in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in onr pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
The Specific Medicine Is sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $V or will be
sent by mail on ricelpt of the money by addiess

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

be relied upon.

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequenceon Self

Vision,Premature Old Age, and many other dis- Com* and mo the good* and anc*
prices before yon purchase.
eases that lead to Insanliy. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule sre first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cfiap
over indulgence.The Specific Medicine is the re
snlt of a life study and many years of experience

WASHINGTON STREET.

show goods.

lowish-green. It has a black body, and

lias

—

Lager Beer.

see for yourself,

trouble to

a quarter long transforms to a chrysalis in

on the fore wings (the male

-

Crockery,

any shelteredplace near at hand. The
butterflymay be culled while, though the
hind wings are somewhat yellow or yelone, two, or even three round black dots

kinds of

— AliSO

Groceries,
Flour

“

SemlualWeak*

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

larva is pale green, dotted

with black, having a yellowish stripe
down the back, and a row of yellow spots
on the sides; and when about an inch and

all

an

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Lassitude,Pain in the Back, Dimness

Hats & Caps,

and spread ever since from Quebec as a

The

And

of
FURNITURE
Can be made by examining the large J
new stock
f

unfailingcure for

Before Taking

Dry Goods,

been introducedfrom Europe about 1856,
centre.

-

But we will soon move to our own itore on River
Street, now being built. We have Juit received a large new itock of

rapidly making Us' way westward, having

ommended as

we rc-opencd In

J. ROOST & SON,

destructive insect that is

^

1

Corner Ninth and River Street,

and

Money! Money)!

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especiallyrec TRADE

IN

its first ap-

do not know

1

Wholesale Dealers

-

0

Burned ont by the late Fire
the itore formerly occupiedby

:

GRAY’S

VAN PUTTEiT& SONS,

Remedy

The Great English

RADEKE & SON,

FIRM!!

TUG FOR SALE.
AM

I

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.
MANLY

Holland,

mao

lu

the land.

Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

"Gem’

HVE&mLMlM,

D. HOWARD.
Holland. Mich

41

Ati

St-,

lie York; Post Office Box. 4586.

should be‘ turned out only for an hour at rpHE East 45
a time for the first day,
left

out

all

day

gone through

and should not be

until the green food has

them. In

case of showers

feet of Lot 5 in Block 36. Situated
between J. O. Doesburg’sDrug Store, and P.
A A. Steketee’sGeneral Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire
U. DOESBURG.
Hollaxd, April 7,
8-tf

1

of1677.

GROCERIES. 1878.

A complete stock of Groceries constantGreatcuauce to maae money. If
you can’t get gold you can get
on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
• greenbacka.We need a person in
clover, It is safe to turn them for a time
every town to take subacriptlona
into a barn-fieldor yard.
for the largeat,cheapest and beat Illustratedfamily beat.
publication in the world. Any one can become a
succeaafal agent The moat elegant worka of art New Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
given free to aubscrlbera.The price la ao Ion
Extra C .............................
Potatoacand Poultry.
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent re
..........
10c.
porta making over $150 in a week. A lady agent A .....
reports taking over 400 subscribersin ten days.
A New-England friend, who has been AH who engage make money fast. Yon can devote GranulHtcd .......................... He.
"looking with powerful lenses into the all yonr time to the bnalnesa, or only yonr apart
have a flue lot of coffees and
newd not be
from
over

when

cattle

are on long, rank, flowering

GOLD

Millinery

the Colorado potato

beetle, is here in-

formed that the average female of this insect deposits over 1,000 eggs in a season, instead of “forty to sixty"; that the eggs are

orange and not of "a color resemblingthe
leaf, which

makes them

difficult to disern,"

away

home

Maine.

SUMMER. 1878-

v

BOOKBINDING!

Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
Including Corn

Hay, Corn,

and Tomatoes, etc.,

Oatfl,

Fancy Dry
a

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,

We

can do It as well as others. Poll parapices, and we have among our large vartlcnlara,directions and terms free. Elegant and
expensiveontflt free. If yon want profitablework
send na yonr address at onee. It coats nothingto iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
try the business. Mo one who engages falls to
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try It.
make great pay. Address ‘‘The People's Journal,”
Portland
86-ly

I

And

..........

time. Yon
habits, laws, incubations and results" of night Yon

SPRING AND

-

Stindard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hnts, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Bilks and Bbawls.

v

A Handsome

j

lot of

selection of

New

Style Ties, also a

large

!

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

Butter and Eggs, will

and that while doubtless one Doryphora

The undersigned wished to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at be taken in Exchange for goods, at the
present located at Moakegon, he has made arrangeenemies and vicissitudes, be the progeni- ments with Mr. D. B. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose highest Market Price, at the
store,on River street,all Job work for bindingcan
tor in a single year of "over a hundred be left. I h(ve purchased a new and complete line
Cash Store of
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
million individuals,"doubtlessshe never
(

new,

etc.

might in Southerly latitudesand free of

Cheap

A.
is.

Muskegon,Sept. $

1875.

CLOETINGH.

E. J. Harrington.

lT&s. van den berge,
EIGHTH STREET - - - -

HOX.X.ANX3,

MICH

